












for the Year Ending
December 31, 1989
DEDICATION
To the parents, children, townspeople, vendors, school
personnel and friends who willingly, and with great community
spirit, gave their time to build a beautiful playground that will
delight and entrance children and adults for many years to come,
we dedicate this 1989 Town Report.
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THE STATK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1990
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Rlndge, in the County of
Cheshire, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in the Town
Affairs :
You are hereby notified to appear at Rindge Memorial School
Auditorium in Rindge Center in said Rindge on Tuesday, the 13th
day of March next, from 8:30 A.M. to 6:30 P.M., to choose all
necessary Town Officers and School District Officers for the
ensuing year, and to vote on such matters as may appear on the
ballot.
The Business Meeting will be called to order at 7
to act upon the following subjects:
00 P.M.
ARTICLE 1. To hear and act upon the reports of the Selectmen,
Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, and reports of all agents, committees
and officers heretofore chosen, and act in any way relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of s ame
.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money in the anticipation of the
collection of taxes for the current year, and to issue in the
name of the Town negotiable notes therefore, said notes to be
repaid during the current year from taxes collected during the
current year.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote that the Selectmen may
accept any and all legacies, gifts, grants and subsidies to the
Town in Trust or otherwise by any individual or individuals; and
to further authorize that the funds may be expended for the
purposes stated, or take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell at Public Auction property acquired by Tax
Sale; and to dispose of or sell surplus personal Town Property or
take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Municipal Building Study Committee to study the use of current
municipal buildings a well as make recommendations to the Board
of Selectmen regarding future needs.
5.
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve fund
established for this purpose (Highway Equipment) up to but not
exceeding $18,000 (Eighteen Thousand dollars) for the purchase of
a Highway Department pickup truck equipped for snow plowing.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 (Thirty Thousand Dollars) to
complete Revaluation of all property in Town by the Department of
Revenue and authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve
fund established for this purpose (Revaluation) the sum of
$23,000.00 (Twenty Three Thousand Dollars) with the balance to be
raised through taxes.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the two part
recommendation proposed by the Town Manager Study Committee and
detailed in their report (See "Report of the Town Manager Study
Committee" in this Annual Report) and raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,0Q0.00 (Fifteen Thousand dollars) and authorize the
Board of Selectmen to implement such recommendations.
ARtlCLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 (Fifteen Thousand Dollars) to
purchase a Police Department Cruiser and authorize the withdrawal
from the Capital Reserve Fund established for this purpose
(Police Equipment) the sum of $11,000.00 (Eleven Thousand
Dollars) with the balance to be raised through taxes.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 (Seven Thousand Dollars) to
increase the salary of the Town Clerk and Tax Collector (by
$3,500. each respectively) and to increase the hours of operation
(by approximately the same percentage - 34%) for those offices to
better serve the Town of Rindge.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve fund
established for this purpose (Highway Equipment) the sum of
$8,000.00 (Eight Thousand Dollars) for the purchase of a Highway
Department sander.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 (Twelve Thousand Dollars) to
pay for professional and Municipal planning services, to continue
the Planning Assistance program and to remain a member of
Southwest Regional Planning Commission.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 (One Thousand Eight Hundred
Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing an additional computer
terminal for the Town Office.
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ARTICLE 15. To see it the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,300 (Two Thousand Three Hundred
Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing rescue air bags for the
Fire Department .
ARTICLE lo. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,600 (One Thousand Six Hundred) for the
purpose of purchasing a base radio for the Police Department.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000 (Three Thousand Dollars) to remove
two poles and lines from in front of the Common and run the lines
behind the Village Grocer.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,100 (Three Thousand One Hundred
Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing phone equipment for the
Town Office.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to establish an
Expendable Town Trust Fund under the provisions of R.S.A. 31:19-a
for the purpose of Town Mapping and Street Numbering and raise
and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 (Thirty Thousand Dollars)
to be placed in the fund.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 (Three Thousand Dollars) towards
the purchase of a new copier for the Town Office.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,950.00 (Two Thousand Nine Hundred and
fifty dollars) towards the purchase of a Backup System for the
Town compute r .
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote that the Flag of the
United States of America be lowered to half staff in honor of any
veteran residing in Rindge at the time of his or her death,
provided the town is notified by request or consent by the next
of kin of the deceased.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $385.00 (Three Hundred Eighty-five
Dollars) for the purpose of providing a season of camp for a
needy or handicapped child or youth at Camp Holiday in Keene.
ARTICLE 2A. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the
Sherwin Hill Road from its intersection with Bullet Pond Road by
the 80 called "Perry Lot", North to the Jaffrey Town Line. (BY
PETITION)
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ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to designate and
proclaim April 22, 1990, as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that
day for public activities promoting preservation of the global
environment and launching the "Decade of the Environment ."( BY
PETITION)
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $500 for the support of the Monadnock Community Day Care
Center, a nonprofit agency, or take any other action relating
thereto. (BY PETITION)
ARTICLE 27. Shall we adopt optional adjusted
from property tax? The optional exemptions base
value, for qualified taxpayers shall be as foil
65 years of age up to 75 years, $50,000.00; for
of age up to 80 years, $70,000.00; for a person
or older, $100,000.00. To qualify, the person m
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; ow
individually or jointly, or if the real estate
spouse, they must have been married for at leas
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income o
$10,000 or, if married, a combined net income o
$12,000; and own net assets of $50,000.00 exclu
the person's residence. ( BY PETITION-BY BALLOT)
elderly exemptions
d on assessed
ows : for a person
a person 75 years
80 years of age
ust have been a
n the real estate
is owned by his
t 5 years . In
f less than
f less than
ding the value of
ARTICLE 28. Shall we adopt the provision of R.S.A 72;28, V and
VI for an optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying
war service for veterans seeking the exemption? The optional
veterans' exemption is $100, rather than $50. (BY PETITION-BY
BALLOT)
ARTICLE 29. Shall we adopt the provisions of R.S.A. 72:35, IV
for an optional property tax exemption on residential property
for a service-connected total disability? The optional disability
exemption is $1,400, rather than $700. (BY PETITION-BY BALLOT)
ARTICLE 30. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning Ordinances
of the Town of Rindge as proposed by the Planning Board and
printed as follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 1. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 1,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Map to clarify the Recreational District by expanding and
deleting certain zoning boundaries to generally conform to Tax
Map property lines as shown on the "Proposed Zoning Map of the
Town of Rindge, dated January 22, 1990," and to change the name
of the Recreational District to "Residential Dis t rict ? " ( By
Ballot)
8.
AMENDMENT NO. 2 ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 2,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Map to add to the College District property located on the
east side of College Road as shown on the "Proposed Zoning Map of
the Town of Rindge, dated January 22, 1990," and to amend the
Zoning Ordinance for that district - "Uses Permitted" to include
additional uses usually associated with a college?(By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO. 3 ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 3,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Map to create a new district, the "Commercial District,"
as shown on the "Proposed Zoning Map of the Town of Rindge, dated
January 22, 1990," and to add to the Zoning Ordinance provisions
for the new Commercial District regarding uses permitted,
frontage, yard and area requirements. (By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO. A. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING NO. 4, AS PROPOSED
BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND GENERALLY
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge Zoning Map to
clarify the Bus i nes s / Light Industry District by expanding and
deleting certain zoning boundaries to generally conform to Tax
Map property lines as shown on the "Proposed Zoning Map of the
Town of Rindge, dated January 22, 1990" and to amend the Zoning
Ordinance for that district to expand and delete certain
permitted uses and clarify area requirements? (By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO 5. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 5,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Map by re-zoning parcels designated as Tax Map 4, Lots 3-
1, 3-2 and 38 to become part of the Bus ines
s
/Light Industry
District and to clarify the status of Tax Map 4, Lot 3-3 as
remaining in he Res iden t ial / Agr icul t ural District as shown on the
"Proposed Zoning Map of the Town of Rindge, dated January 22,
1990?" (By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO. 6 ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 6,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend Article III - General
Provision of the Town of Rindge Zoning Ordinance regarding the
issuance and renewal of building permits? (By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO. 7. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO.
PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE, AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Ordinance Article IV - Recreational District to allow
Tourist homes, including Bed and Breakfast Establishments as
permitted use by special exception? (By Ballot)
7 , AS
AMENDMENT NO. 8. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 8,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE , AND
GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: To amend the Town of Rindge
Zoning Ordinance Article V - Residential/ Agricultural District to
allow Tourist homes, including Bed and Breakfast Establishments
as a permitted use by special exception? (By Ballot)
AMENDMENT NO. 9. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING AMENDMENT NO. 9,
AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD FOR THE TOWN OF RINDGE ZONING
ORDINANCE ARTICLE XVI - DEFINITIONS TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
F. Dwelling Unit - A room or group of rooms with its own
sanitary and kitchen facilities forming a single habitable unit
used or intended to be used for living, sleeping, cooking,
eating, and sanitation.
G. Dwelling, Two Family (including duplex) - A single
building situated on a single lot having two dwelling units which
are either attached side-by-side through the use of a common
party wall or stacked with one dwelling unit over the other...
H. Dwelling, Multi-Family - A single building situated on a
single lot designed for or converted to three or more attached
dwelling units?
Given under our hands and seal this 15th day of February in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety.
A true copy of Warrant-Attest:
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr., Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
Michael J. Whitney
SELECTMEN OF RINDGE, N.H.
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr., Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
Michael J. Whitney
SELECTMEN OF RINDGE, N.H.
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Interest - Tax Ant. Notes
Can. Res. - Fire Eouip.
Cap. Res. -Highway Equip.
- Police Equip.













































Interest a Penalties (Tax)










Town Clerk Filing Fees
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Miscellaneous




























* A total of $121,305.84 was received as Shared Revenue -
Business Profit Taxes. $42,121.84 as Shared Revenue from the
State to offset Town Expenses and is a direct Town Revenue.
$79,184. is Shared Revenue from the Business Profits Taxes and
is a revenue that offsets Town, County and School Exnenses and
is not shown on this sheet.
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Town Officer's Salaries $31,000.00 $30,860.63 $139.37
Town Officer's Expenses $57,400.00 $66,051.97 ($8,651.97)
Election & Registration $1,800.00 $1,197.50 $602.50
Cemeteries $5,000.00 $5,071.47 ($71.47)
Town Hall & Other Buildings $13,000.00 $12,596.68 $403.32
Planning Board $13,900.00 $12,692.00 $1,208.00
Board of Ad.iustment $3,500.00 $3,034.93 $465.07
Legal Expenses $5,000.00 $3,327.25 $1,672.75
Contingency Fund $5,000.00 $475.00 $4,525.00
Town flap & Assessment Rev. $2,500.00 $1,147.50 $1,352.50
Police Deoartment $149,800.00 $153,884.95 ($4,084.95)
Fire Department $51,000.00 $48,433.83 2,566.17
Civil Defense $200.00 $0.00 $200.00
Highway Maintenance Suiimier $83,000.00 $78,997.10 $4,002.90
Highway Maintenance Winter $83,000.00 $84,231.75 ($1,231.75)
Street Lighting $4,500.00 $4,008.91 $491.09
Highway Project $197,220.00 $190,925.20 $6,294.80
Solid Waste Disposal $135,000.00 $116,728.22 $18,271.78
Health Department $1,000.00 $642.73 $357.27
General Assistance $25,000.00 $23,192.25 $1,807.75
Library $28,860.00 $28,497.41 $362.59
Parks & Playgrounds $4,000.00 $3,962.72 $37.28
Memorial Day $1,000.00 $774.42 $225.58
Conservation Commission $500.00 $500.00 $0.00
Recreation Department $28,480.00 $26,708.22 $1,771.78
History Committee $750.00 $219.85 $530.15
Interest - Tax Ant. Notes $45,000.00 $38,757.63 $6,242.37
Cap. Res. - Fire Eguip. $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $0.00
Cap. Res. - Highway Eguip. $28,000.00 $28,000.00 $0.00
Cap. Res. - Police Eauip. $8,000.00 $8,000.00 $0.00




Insurance $58,000.00 $50,049.22 $7,950.78




The budget committee is in general agreement with the proposed budget and Warrant
Articles. The 16.47% increase is larger than we hoped, but reflects an earnest attempt to
bring Rindge's services up to the necessary level for a Town of a population of over Five
Thousand people. Each department's budget reflects some financial planning required for
the town in the next several years. The budget as a whole reflects a 5% cost of living raise
for all town employees and we have attempted to highlight some areas of growth in the
individual departments with the following:
Town Office - Due to the increase in paper work, increases in this area are attributable to a
staff increase of 1.25 workers and the fact that last years estimates for service and supplies
was under budgeted.
Planning Board - Increase is in hope of holding on to an experienced secretary. This is a
very important and demanding position.
Legal Expenses - Increase is due to impending legal actions that have not been settied,
hopefully these funds will only be necessary this year to adequately represent the town.
Tax Map and assessment - Because of revaluation, we did not have to spend much money
last year on this item. Bulk of this years increase is used to produce photographs of all
town property required on tax documents.
Police - Major increase is in the hiring of a full time officer since the town is currentiy
understaffed during key hours. Other towns with similar population will still have a force
twice the size of ours.
Fire - Most increases are due to increased training, truck repair and a program to phase out
the aging "Minitors".
Capital Reserve, Fire and Safety - These areas had been greatiy under budgeted in tiie past
years. Fire equipment reserve had been totally wiped out with this year's purchase.
Moving the police into a new public safety building, will relieve the pressure on the town's
need for office space. Serious funding in both of these areas will greatly reduce future
expenditures.
In the area of the highway department, it should be noted that the town is far behind
schedule in road repair and resurfacing. It is highly recommended that the town do at least
10% of the roads each year. This is less than the national average of seven years. Failure
to maintain the roads will result in far more costiy repairs in the future.
In looking at overall town government, if the town continues to grow, as it has in the '80s,
then in the not too distant future, a Town Manager will be a great asset. The Selectmen
have done a tremendous job but the needs of the Town are escalating at a rapid pace and the
day will soon come that part time "labors of love", although admirable, just will not get the
job done. Times are changing in Rindge and we must be fully aware and prepared to meet
them.
Respectfully submitted,






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TOWN OF RINDGE IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
TAX YEAR 1989
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TOTAL CURRENT USE ACREAGE









This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:34
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr, Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
Michael J. Whitney
SELECTMEN of RINDGE, NH.
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION AND TAXES ASSESSED
GENERAL GOVERNMENT;
Town officers' salaries 31,000
Town officers' expenses 57,400
Election and Registration expenses 1,800
Cemeteries 5,000
General Government Buildings 13,000
Planning and Zoning (P.B. 13,435 & Z.B.A 3,500) 17,400
Legalexpenses 5,000
Contingency Fund 5,000
Town Map & Reassessment Revisions 2,500
Article 10: Word Processing Equipment 6,000
Article 15: Master Plan & Planning Assistance 12,600





Article 19: Fire Equipment / Pumper 110,000




Article 13: Highway Dump Truck 55,657
SANITATION:











Article 17: Resurface Tennis & Basketball Courts 7,000
DEBT SERVICE:
Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Notes 45,000
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT:




Public Safety Building 5,000




























Reim. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees




om De par t ment s
EOUS REVENUES:
Interest on Deposits
Court fines & Reimbursements
Misc: Town History & Tax Collector Misc.
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES:
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 5 5,657/90,000
Income Trust Fund






















Net Town Appropriations 1,318,667
Net School Tax Assessment 783,417
County Tax Assessment 535,250
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL and COUNTY 2,968,857
DEDUCT: Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 79,184
ADD: War Service Credits 12,500
ADD: Overlay 100,691
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED 3,997,374
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE COMMITTED TO TAX COLLECTOR:
Gross Property Taxes 3,997,374
Less: War Service Credits 1 2 , 500
NET PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT 3,984,874
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE
For the vear endinq December 31, 1989
ASSETS
Cash :
In Hands of Treasurer:
General Fund 128,742.30
Road Access Escrow 1,950.00
Conservation Fund 6,390.33
Park & Son Bond 4,584.96
Aho Bonds 10,828.83
In Hands of Tax Collector:











Unemployment Comp. Refund 21,852.,07
Other Bills Due the Town:
Electric Light Fund-Trustees 25,888.74
Cemeteries 3,318.71
Library 200.00
Cap. Res. -Fire Truck 90,000.00 119,407.,45
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1988 169,764.63
Levy of 1987 23,606.84 193,371.,47
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1989 2 .653,767.49
Levy of 1938 _ 1,180.00 2,654,947.,49
TOTAL ASSETS 3,319,750.,^3
Fund Balance, Dec. 31, 1988 57,711,.96
Fund Balance, Dec. 31, 1989-Rsrvd 114,967.63
Fund Balance, Dec. 31, 1989-UnRsrvd 271,628.55 386,596.,18
Change in Fund Condition 328,884..22
21 .
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town :
Accounts Payable 7,429.03
Road Access Escrow : 1,950.00
Conservation Fund : 6,390.33
Park & Sons Bond : 4,584.96
Aho Bonds : 10,828.83
Tax Ant. Notes Payable : 1,420,000.00
Tax Ant. Notes Interest Payable : 55,451.66
School District Taxes Payable : 1,250,494.25
Accrued Payroll & Payroll Taxes : 6,788.47
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN 2,763,917.53





Public Safety Building 10,281.06
Recycling 10,004.52 169,236.72
TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,933,154.25
Fund Balance-Current Surplus 386,596.18
GRAND TOTAL 3,319,750.43
22
NasoQ & Rich Profession a J Association
Two Capital Plaza, Suite 3-1




Rindge, New Hampshire 03461
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements
of the Town of Rindge, New Hampshire for the year ended December
31, 1988, we considered the Town's internal control structure to
determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control structure.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that
are opportunities for strengthening internal controls and
operating efficiency. The memorandum that accompanies this letter
summarizes our comments and suggestions regarding those matters.
This letter does not affect our report dated January 10, 1989, on
the financial statements of the Town of Rindge, New Hampshire.
We will review the status of these comments during our next audit
engagement. We have already discussed many of these comments and
suggestions with various Town personnel, and we will be pleased
to discuss them in further detail at your convenience, to perform
any additional study of these matters, or to assist you
implementing the recommendations.
Respectfully submitted,
Jon R . Lang
Certified Public Accountant
MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
23.
REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
Mason & Rich Professional Association
Two Capital Plaza, Suite 3-1




Rindge, New Hampshire 03461
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Rindge, New Hampshire as of and for the
year ended December 31, 1988, as listed in the table of contents.
Thee financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
audited standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion the combined financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respect, the financial
position of the Town of Rindge, New Hampshire as at December 31,
1988 and the results of its operations and cash flows of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the combined financial statements taken as a whole. The
accompanying combining and individual fund financial statements
listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the combined financial statements of the Town of
Rindge, New Hampshire. The information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all
material respects in relation to the combined financial




MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
2A.
U ) Property Tax Bills
Trope rLy tax bills in 1988 were sent out on December 10,
1988. The lateness of these bills caused problems with cash flow
and cost the Town additional interest on tax anticipation notes
and County taxes.
R e c o m m e n d a L ion
Since property tax billings are by far the greatest source
revenue in the Town, bills should go out at least by November.




Since the local legislative body (Town Meeting) has voted
against semiannual billings, twice now, the Selectmen will have
to address whether they want to enact this without the support of
the Town
.
{!) Reconciliation of Tr eas u r e r
/
Selec t mens ' Records
The Treasurer does not reconcile with the Tax Collector or
Selectmens' office at any time during the year. This situation
caused n_o major discrepancies as far as the Tax Collector was
concerned this year. However, the possibility of problems in the
future exists given the amount of money involved and the
frequency of deposits. The fact that the Treasurer does not
reconcile with the Selectmens' records did pose a problem this
year. In the Town report, the difference between the Treasurer's
and Selectmens' expenditures was about $14,000. While we were
able to reconcile this amount, it took considerable additional
t ime on our part.
Recommendation
It is vital to proper cash management and internal controls
of the Town that the Treasurer reconcile with the Tax Collector
and Selectmens' office on a monthly basis . Any discrepancies
must be resolved quickly. It should be noted that each of these
functions are not separate entities, but rather separate
departments within one entity, the Town.
Management's Comments
We are in full agreement with the above recommendations and
note that in the past the three departments were acting as
separate entities relying on the year end audit for
reconciliation. Beginning in 1989 the Treasurer's report will
integrate directly with the General Ledger program on our
computer. As of 1989, the Treasurer is reconciling on a monthly
basis with the other departments, including the Tax Collector.
The reporting format has been changed to make reconciliation
easier.
(3) Budget
Although the overall actual expenditures were within the
budget, we observed that several line items in the budget were
over or under expended, one by over $47,000, (overlay).
Recommendation
Cumulative line item totals should be analyzed on a regular
basis to ensure that over expenditures do not occur.
In addition, it appears that the Town does not always
consider the prior year's actual amounts when the budge is
compiled (for example, amounts transferred from the Trust Funds)
25.
Management's Comments
1. Expenses are reviewed by the Selectmen and Department
Heads on a quarterly basis - looking at percentages of
expenditures to date.
2. Last year's expenses do form a basis for next year's
budget in most cases. Some things are unpredictable and these
involve the largest of the overdrafts in the budgeted line items.
a. Fire Department - based on an unknown "number of
fires".
b. Interest TANS - even the best of educated guesses
cannot predict changes in interest rates available
overtheyear.
c. Town Office Expenses - mostly due to vandalism and
subsequent repairs not covered by insurance.
d. Overlay - this was the first year that tax billing
was done on the in-house computer. Although, the
staff worked long hours to enter all the data, there
were some errors. Two properties were double-billed.
One of those (PSNH) involved a considerable abatement
of $35,000. We anticipate this was a "one time"
occurrence and will not be repeated. When the
Selectmen estimated overlay with the DRA, we were
unaware of these errors.
26.
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR




Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES
LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
YIELD (TIMBER) TAXES
Taxes Committed to Collector
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES


















00. 00 4500. 00 00. 00
































Remittances to Treasurer during Fiscal Year
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES

















1325953. 63 1127156.03 00.00
18980. 00 2490. 00 370. 00
16068. 00 4500. 00 00.00
7897.97 00.00 00.00

























PROPERTY TAXES 2583394. 57 00.00 00.00
RESIDENT TAXES 6890. 00 1180.00 00.00










SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1989
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
as of December 31, 1989









































169764.63 23606. 84 00.00
00.00 00.00 00.00
203390. 47 84476. 55 17184.70
Respectfully submitted
Sharon L. Sheldon, Tax Collector
29.
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
for the year ending December 31, 1989
Motor Vehicle/Title Application Fees
Dog Licenses
Dog Violations
Dog Forfeits (late fees)
Vital Statistics
(Marriage Licenses/2380.00
Certified Copies / 270.25)
UCC Liens/Releases























Sharon L. Sheldon, Town Clerk
30
Ki-l\)Kn- OV -IW. 'IXIWN TREASURER
For tlk2 year ending December 31, 1989
Cash on hand, January 1, 1989
RECEIPTS
5EATE TREASURER:
Revei-iie Sharing $ 121,305.84
Block Grants 86,682.41
Loss of taxes, forest lands & fire reimb. 1,640.04
TCWN Cli-^RK:
Ghks Receipts 302,704.50
]efif> bank charges & adjustments (70.00)
TAX OOUfXnOR:
Gross Receipts 2,647,948.28






Miscellaneous other permits 3,113.00
Cable TV franchise fee 724.35
Copy feees 335.65
Sale of reports 236.25
Town hall rent 375.00
Various reimbursements 5,781.55
Town History reimhirs«np.nts 6,000.00
POLICE DEPAR3MEOT:
Pistol/revolver licenses 188.00
Insurance reports, parking tickets 159.00
Fireworks permits 590.00
Miscellaneous income 10.00
























Money market & checking accounts 12,836.45
Certificates of deposit 38,757.04 51,593.49
Jaffrey-Peterborough court 13,804.80 13,804.80
MISCELLANEOUS INCCME:
Insurance rebates & refunds 1,440.69
Highway department income 443.40
Sale of CaoBtery plots 450.00
Fire department reimbursements 348.26
Miscellaneous reimbursements 8,392.00
1988 Audit correction (229.46)
Income from Trust Funds 25,923.60
Transfer from Capital Reserves 175,334.91
Road Access interest & forfeits 1,842.09
Transfer Station stickers 1,224.00 215,169.49
TOTAL RECEIPTS PLUS CASH ON HAND 6,262,266.45
ORDERS DRAWN BY SELEdMEN 6,133,414.15
CASH IN TREASURY, lECEMBER 31, 1989 128,852.30
ROAD ACCESS ESCROW/M3NADN0CK BANK 1,950.00
OQNSERVATK*! C»WISSION/MC»iAIMXX BANK 552.24
CONSERVATION COM^SSION/PETERBOROUGH SAVINGS 5,590.72
DANIEL AHO BOND 1,036.20
PARK & SONS BOND 4,584.%
CHESHIRE MARKETPLACE BOND 9,792.57
OUTSTANDING IMSIBTEDNESS 12/31/89
Tax Anticipation Notes 1,420,000.00
Unpaid interest on TANS 55,451.66
Respectfully submitted,
Peter F. Wells, Treasurer
*DEBT STAIUS FROM 1989 AS OF 02/13/90
as this report goes to printing, the
outstanding balance on TANS has been
reduced to a total of $159,740.00
including principal and all accrued
interest to date, and we anticipate
this will also be paid prior to the
Annual Meeting.
32.
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN



























































































































































TAXKS axtyr by the town
DlSOXINl^, AMTb>lDirS & REFUNDS
SOCIAL SECURITY & RETIREMEOT
INTEREST-TANS
TAX ANTICIPATION LQ^NS



































**ARTICLE 15 MUNICIPAL PLANNING/MASTER PLAN






















ARTICLE 17 TENNIS CQUKTS/BSKBTBL FENCE 7000.00
**ARTICLE 19 FIRE TRUCK 829.37
ESCROW ACCT. PAYMENTS 225.00
OKTINGENCY FUND 475.00
FUEL 13165.50
GRAND TOTAL OF ALL PAYMENTS 6,133,414.15
*Total cost of materials reimbursed
**Balance on these Articles to be carried over and
expended in 1990.
36.
REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
DECEMBER31,1989
The 1989 Highway Department's major road projects were as
t o 1 1 o w s :
1) Middle Winchendon Road from Lord Brook to Route 119.
Pavement grinding and hot top base coarse. Total of 8,620 feet.
2) Woodbound Road from West Main to the Davis Crossing
Road. Pavement grinding and hot top base coarse. Total of 4,100
feet.
3) Rand Road from Route 202 to the Railroad R.O.W.
Gravelled and hot top base coarse. Total of 1,582 feet.
4) Overlay with hot top a portion of Main Street, School
Street, Payson Hill and Todd Hill. This was done in conjunction
with the work done by New England Telephone burying conduit for
their overhead lines.
5) Overlay with hot top the balance of School Street from
Route 119 to the center. Total of 3,000 feet.
We were able to pave two portions of Hunt Hill for 800 feet
and shim the first 600 foot section of Drag Hill with hot top.
This work represents approximately 6% or 3.54 miles out of
the 60 miles of paved roads we have.
The Highway Department's goal is a minimum of 10% or 6
miles each year. Hopefully, we may reach this in the near future.
This year we accepted Tico Road for a distance of 3,000
feet which was added to our existing mileage.
For the Record
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For the Year Ending December 31, 1989
EXPENDITURES
:
CASH ON HAND: JANUARY 1, 1989 $15,640.82
RECEIPTS
:

















Books , Magaz ines & Audio-Visual
Repairs & Services
Postage & Office Supplies
Dues, Travel & Tuition
Mis eel laneous
Returned to town of Rindge
TOTAL $36,360.05
Cash on hand: December 31, 1988 $15,881.89







































Report ot the Trustees 1989
Your library was saddened by the retirement of Marjorie
Priester our Librarian for the past 8 years. She has brought a
special blend of cheeriness and helpfulness to our patrons over
the years and has very ably handled the program of new book, and
video selections for which we are well known.
Our children's Librarian, Dianne Gardenour was appointed
Librarian and promptly started the search for a new children's
Librarian. This position was filled by Jeanne Olson of Rindge at
the beginning of 1990. We welcome both of our new librarians.
Robert F. Shepherd, Chairman







P. 0. Box 224, Main Street
Rindge, New Hampshire 03461
Librarian's Report 1989
1989 was a very good year for our library. Our circulation
reflects that many people are using our library for those most
wanted new releases, especially fiction and mysteries. Also very
popular are our videos. We have a good mixture of adult and
children. We have over 260 videos to choose from.
Plans for the upcoming year include updating of the reference
collection and continuous updating of the general collection. We
would also like to implement adult programming and add new ones
for the children along with the current story times and summer
reading programs.
Another goal is to work towards informing the public of the
services we do provide, such as-inter library loan, where we may
borrow books from libraries throughout the state. Another service
we provide is to loan books to the Rindge Memorial School. For
the past two years we have loaned books, mostly fiction to the
school during the school year to help supplement their collection
and rotate them two to three times a year to give them a wider
variety of books.
I have enjoyed meeting people from the community and their
families in the past year. Jeanne and I look forward to meeting
more of the towns people in the new year ahead. Please tell us of
the things that interest you, we want to be a valuable place for
everyone in town.




THK RINDCE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Rindge Conservation Commission (CC) monitors and
protects the natural resources of Rindge. To this end, its
members review dredge & till applications and subdivision plans
and make suggestions to modify projects so that the projects have
less negative impact on the environment. The commission oversees
the town forest and the Contoocook Marsh.
During 1989 the Rindge Conservation Commission reviewed
fifteen dredge & fill applications which were subsequently
approved and investigated three dredge & fill violations which
were reported to the NH Wetlands Board for action. Twelve
additional sites were visited pertaining to septic system
placement, gravel pits or possible wetland's violations. CC
members attended Board of Adjustment and Planning Board meetings
and site visits and advised these boards on conservation matters.
Commission members participated in the annual State CC
Meeting and a NH Wetlands Board Hearing and helped publicize a
Gas Pipeline Informational Meeting held in Rindge. A letter was
sent to area Realtors informing them of new regulations regarding
the reporting of septic systems near great ponds prior to the
sale of property.
Commission members participated on the Contoocook Greenway
Coordinating Committee in an effort to join the Contoocook Marsh
Conservation Area with protected areas of other towns along the
River. Plans are being coordinated into an application under the
National Rivers Protection Act which will include a resource
inventory of wildlife, plant life and historical features.
and
Debbie Pratt was selected to attend Youth Conservation Camp
received a scholarship provided by the Monadnock Bank.
The CC meets on the 4th Wednesday of each month at 7 P.M. at












In 1989 the development in Rindge greatly increased in
comparison to 1988. The Board held 62 meetings including 28
formal hearings, 11 work meetings, and 21 site inspections.
During these meetings the Board reviewed 14 minor subdivision
applications of which 12 were approved and 2 were still pending
at the end of the year and 7 major subdivisions, of which 5 were
approved and 2 were discontinued. These subdivisions created a
combined total of 68 new building lots. Also approved were 7
technical subdivisions (which do not create building lots) 8 site
plan reviews, in which commercial or industrial development was
either created or expanded, and 3 excavation permits.
A hearing for amendments to the Planned Unit Residential
Development regulations was held in January, in which the Board
adopted changes in the overall density formula by no longer
allowing wetlands to be used in the calculations. One Zoning
amendment hearing was held in February to clarify the area
requirements for two-family and multifamily dwellings, and the
regulation of the parking and storage of travel trailers. A
special hearing was held in July in which the Board attempted to
alleviate some of the problems that existed with an excavation
project on Old New Ipswich Road by negotiating with local
developers and restricting the hours of operation, making life
more tolerable for the residents affected by that excavation.
The Southwest Region Planning Commission, which reviewed 60
development applications, again provided invaluable service to
the Board. Their assistance helped eliminate the preliminary
consultations of applicants with the Board and streamlined the
processing of applications from the beginning review to the
formal hearings.
The Board wishes to thank the Town for its support in
appropriating the necessary funds for the Macintosh SE computer
purchased in July. The computer greatly aids the Board's
Secretary and Clerk, and expedites the tremendous amount of paper
work invo 1 ved
.
The developers of the proposed Cheshire Marketplace, Rindge's
first shopping mall, completed their plans and received the state
permits necessary to submit their plans to the Board which
approved the project in December.
48
The Board has completed its work on the Master Plan and is
holding public hearings prior to its adoption.
In March, Bliss Ames and Tom Coneys were elected to serve on
the Board for three years and Paul Susca was elected to a two-
year terra. In September Geraldine Ducharme and Marion Winters
were appointed as alternates.
Board Members:
David M. Tower, Chairman (1991)
Douglas F.Gilroy, Vice Chairman (1990)
Kim Sands, Secretary (1990)
Bliss Ames ( 1992)
Thomas Coneys (1992)
Paul A. Susca (199 1)
Maryann B. Harper (Ex Officio)
Alternates :
Geraldine Ducharme (1992)
Marion Winters ( 1992)
Sharon Doherty (Clerk)
49.
RINDGE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board met for twelve meetings and went on three site
reviews
.
They granted 16 variances, 3 special exceptions, and 15
special exceptions relating to Wetland ordinance. The Board also
granted two building permits. Eight variances were denied. Three
requests were continued from last year Three cases were dismissed
and one request was appealed but not granted.
William Harper, David Fisher, and Michael Licata resigned.
Al Mayer, Norman May, Robert Dufour were appointed permanent













REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
1989
The year 1989 was a busy and trying one for the Town of
Rindge. Some of the many projects were paving portions of Middle
Winchendon Road, Woodbound Road, Rand Road, Main Street and
School Street. We accepted one new road - Tico Road, located off
Swan Point Road. The Town purchased a new pumper for the Fire
Department (actual purchase took place in early 1990) and a dump
truck for the Highway Department. With the assistance of the
"Ward Trust Fund" the painting of the Meeting House was begun,
but due to poor weather conditions was not completed and will be
finished this Spring. This project will be completed at no
expense to the Town.
The New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration,
after almost an entire year of work, completed the revaluation of
all town property in late November of this year. After the
setting of the tax rate, the bills were mailed out in the middle
of December. The conference room at the Town Office was used by
the D.R.A. as their work place, forcing several boards to
relocate themselves for the entire year. We would like to express
our thanks to the various boards and committees for their
cooperation during this trying period. A great amount of time was
expended by the staff at the Town Office and the addition of a
new staff member was required in order to complete the
revaluation project on time. The Board would like to express
their thanks to all staff members for the additional hours of
work that were necessary.
The Selectmen would like to acknowledge and thank the many
volunteers who so generously gave of their valuable time to make
Rindge a great community. We would especially like to thank all
the volunteers that through adverse weather conditions completed
the playground at the Rindge Memorial School. It truly shows
that a community working together can accomplish almost any task.
A Town Manager Study Committee was established and the
findings of that committee are presented in their report which
appears in this Annual Report.
We would like to thank all Town Officials, Employees, Board
and Committee members and the Town Attorney for providing
continuous service to the Town. We especially want to thank our
Treasurer, Peter Wells, who is retiring from his position for the
service he provided the Town. He was instrumental in introducing
and implementing computerization of the Town. We thank all those
who gave unselfishly of themselves and hope for their continued
support .
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A report of 1989 would not be complete without mention of
the legal difficulties faced by the Town in Nottingham vs « Town
of Rindge . As most of you know, the Superior Court ordered the
Town to pay Eveline Nottingham the sum of $15,156.10 for
reimbursement of legal fees she incurred in her litigation
against the Town. While the current Board of Selectmen does not
necessarily agree with all of the findings of the court order, we
realize we must abide by the decision and as ordered by the court
have reimbursed Mrs. Nottingham to comply with that order.
Former Selectman, John D. Walsh, who also does not
necessarily agree with all the findings of the court order, felt
so strongly that this burden not be placed on the taxpayers that
he has personally reimbursed the Town the entire amount as well
as settled all pending issues with all parties involved. The
Board would like to take this opportunity to recognize John D.
Walsh for his many years of service and thank him for this
unselfish act on behalf of the Town.
The Selectmen are aware that many in town became divided
over this issue and we urge the Townspeople to put this matter
behind us, learn from it what we can and go forward into a new
decade united as a community.














Ma licious fire 11
Flooded oil burner 2















TOTAL CALLS = 426
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In Chief Hoyt's report from last year, he mentioned that
there were three major needs that required immediate attention.
We are happy to say that we are on the way to meeting those
needs. The first need was to address the rusting problem on our
1976 attack pumper. At Town Meeting, we did that when we voted to
purchase a new pumper. The bid was awarded to the KME Corporation
in Nesquehoning , Pa. Just recently we took delivery of a 1989 KME
pumper which was equipped with a 500 gallon tank and a 1,000
gallon per minute pump. The truck was recently pictured on the
front page of the Monadnock Ledger and should serve the town for
many years to come. Secondly, Chief Hoyt mentioned the problem of
radio communications. This was rectified by the purchase of two
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radios to install in the attack pumpers. Those radios are capable
of communicating on all three Mutual Aid frequencies as well as
the town and college frequencies. Thirdly, Craig addressed the
problem of a forest fire truck. One of the decisions made at town
meeting was to convert the old 26M2, since the chassis and pump
are still in good condition into a forest fire truck. As this
report was being written, we are already in the process of
converting that truck. We have been given a stake body for the
back and we are presently taking the old body off the truck. We
anticipate that by this Town Meeting, the truck will be well on
its way to completion.
This past year, we developed a Mutual Aid agreement with the
towns of Ashburnham and New Ipswich. This will become essential
as the area between these towns continues to grow. One great
addition for the Department was the purchase of a computer which
was purchased by the Firefighters' Association. In the present
and the future, the computer will be a valuable tool for the
department. In addition to making the administrative work easier,
the computer will be a valuable tool for pre-planning and
fighting fires. At some point, we hope to have all residents
listed with the nearest water source.
As you will note by the report of calls attended, the number
of calls we respond to annually is increasing, particularly in
the area of medical emergencies. Fortunately, we have added
people to the Rescue Squad through courses and by adding
medically trained people to the department. We want to
congratulate Deputy Chief Paul "Doc" Whicker on becoming the
first Rescue Squad member to be EMT - I certified. One astounding
statistic is the fact that Rindge is now the third busiest town
in the Mutual Aid district, behind Keene and Peterborough, and
moving ahead of Bellows Falls. As we look to the future, we see
an immediate need for the community to have at least a full time
Fire Chief to be available to respond to day time calls and to
build the kind of inspection program necessary for the community.
As always, we stand ready to serve you in any emergency, but
we also remind you that you can do a lot to help us in protecting
you. First, keep your smoke detectors in top operating condition
Test them weekly, and don't forget to change the batteries! Then,
look around your house and see what you can do to make your home
fire safe. The Department and our Fire Prevention Officer will do













Driving While Intoxicated 62
All Other Motor Vehicle Offenses 4013
ACCIDENTS:
Property Damage Accidents 65
Personal Injury Accidents 8
ratals 2
CRIMINAL:
Total Criminal Complaints 395
JUVENILE:
Total Juvenile Complaints 13
MISCELLANEOUS:
Suicides 2
Burglar Alarms Answered 93
Burning Permits Issued 85
Pistol Permits Issued 81
Fireworks Permits Issued 90
Dollar Amount of Recovered Property $23,213.00
Requests for Service 4,272
Court Fines returned to the Town $13,804.80
(A detailed list of offenses is available at the P. D.)
It is generally assumed by the public that the police
enforce the criminal laws and preserve the peace mechanical-
ly, by simple arresting anyone who has deviated from the
norms of acceptable behavior. This concept of mechanical
enforcement of all criminal laws dramatically underplays the
difficulties of the police role. First, we do not have the
resources to enforce all criminal provisions equally. Second,
the other parts of the criminal justice system simply cannot
cope with all law violators.
Since the police are also expected to prevent crime,
they must constantly be alert to potential violations and
must attempt to reduce the opportunity for criminal activity.
Those of us who are parents can recognize the difficulty in
just keeping track of our own children so I'm sure you can
appreciate the enormity of the task for our one on duty at a
time officer to provide for the safety and protection of our
5000+ population plus the thousands or so more who pass
through our community daily. (In the preceding 10 years
Rindge has experienced more than a 54% increase in population
while during the same 10 year period we have added one man to
the police department). We stand ready to provide the best











what we don't have. Crime is a social problem
terwoven with almost every aspect of life; con-
t involves changing the way schools are run and
e taught, the way communities are planned and
built, the way businesses are managed and workers
Crime is a kind of human behavior, controlling it
ging the minds and hearts of men. Controlling crime
iness of every Rindge resident. We ask for your
support for together, we can make a difference.
Sincerely,
-tJ'tf^l^^,*^^^^^




Annual Report for 1989
1989 saw the expansion and implementation of many new
programs and community activities offered through the recreation
department. Because our main objective is the promotion of a
healthful and stimulating use of one's leisure time, we try and
assist townspeople in putting their time to optimum use. We now
offer a variety of athletic and physical activities, craft
classes, special interest programs, dances, travel programs and
annual events. Some of our programs are targeted to a specific
age group while others are open to people of all ages.
Weekly news releases in the local newspapers, posters and
printed flyers mailed periodically to all town residents are
helping to keep everyone informed of current activities and
events. Residents should always feel free to contact the
recreation office if they have any questions or if they have a
specific interest or suggestion for a new program offering.
Due to the generous donations made by 14 local businesses
and citizens, the town appropriated sum of $2300 for fencing at
Wellington Field was handsomely supplemented and a ten foot chain
link fence now surrounds our outdoor basketball court. Several
additional businesses have also made substantial donations of
time, labor and materials towards the installation of a forty
foot flagpole at Wellington Field. Our sincere thank you to all
of these contributors.
Finally, we would like to thank all of the townspeople and
businesses of Rindge who have supported and participated in our
programs, volunteered their efforts and skills, encouraged others
to become involved, and/or made financial contributions
throughout the year. Events such as our "Breakfast With Santa"
would not have been possible without the help of the many people
who gave freely of their time and energy. Certainly our most
valuable resource is our peopl-e, and 1989 proved without a doubt
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REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER STUDY COMMITTEE
At the 1989 Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen requested
a study committee be formed to research the necessity and
feasibility of hiring a Town Manager and report and make
recommendations to the Townspeople of Rindge at the 1990 Town
Meeting. This article was proposed by the Selectmen in response
to an ever increasing administrative work load and the need for
more consistent management of Town Government that inevitably
accompanies population growth. The Committee consisted of four
appointed residents, plus the Board of Selectmen.
Although the Committee got a late start, we were greatly
assisted by a recent report issued by the New Hampshire Municipal
Association entitled "1989 Wage, Salary and Fringe Benefit
Survey." With a 1988 population of 5,189, Rindge fell into the
survey's category of towns with populations from 5,000 to 9,999.
The Study committee wanted to narrow the field somewhat and for
the purpose of our research chose to look at towns with
populations ranging from 4,200 to 6,200. This population range
included three neighboring towns, Jaffrey, New Ipswich,
Peterborough, as well as the towns of Atkinson, Bow, Barrington,
Farmington, Littleton, Meredith, Pembroke, Plymouth and Swanzey.
We first reviewed the Municipal Association report and
discussed the pros and cons of various forms of structuring
municipal government. Our group was a fairly diverse one on this
topic, but we were able to agree on some major concerns and needs
of any town and from this we developed a questionnaire for
members to use when contacting the towns in our population range.
The goal was to see how the individual towns were structured to
address these needs.
The following provides the most apparent results from our
questionnaire involving twelve towns of similar size, but not
including Rindge.
TOPIC AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE
Do you employ a ...
Town Manager? 50% 50%
Administrative Assistant
either managerial or 75% 25%
clerical
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Should Rindge hire a Town Manager? The Study Committee
recognizes a definite need to alleviate some of the work load of
the Board of Selectmen. The current Board does not feel the Town
is running as efficiently as it could. Hours spent on routine
administrative tasks ultimately take away from time that could
or should be spent on policy making, interaction with department
heads, special projects (such as starting a Recycling program),
financial planning, and completing state mandated tasks (20 year
solid waste management plan, perambulation of town boundaries,
etc.) The Study Committee also recognizes the reluctance of the
Townspeople to hire a manager they fear may usurp the power of
their elected officials. We agree that policy decisions should
remain with the Board of Selectmen. However, for the Selectmen to
adequately perform their job, the Committee makes the following
two-part recommendation:
1. Restructure the Administrative Assistant position to a
managerial one. This could involve an increase in salary to
accompany the increase in responsibility. Using the Municipal
Association report as a guide this translates into a possible
additional five to ten thousand dollars.
2. Hire a Building Permit Officer and Inspector. This
individual would perform the same type of inspections that are
currently performed by the Board of Selectmen - New home and
additions inspection, test pits, setback determination, etc. This
individual would also handle routine zoning matters in the
initial phase. If the individual is salaried, the fees for the
various inspections should greatly offset the salary expense. The
Study Committee felt it was important to stress this position
would not be created to increase paperwork or develop a more
complex inspection routine.
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In closing, the Study Committee hopes the Townspeople will
seriously consider our recommendations. If our overall goal is to
preserve our unique form of municipal government, some minor
changes may be necessary. This is what we propose to accomplish











REPORT OF THE RINDGE HISTORY COMMITTEE
December 31, 1989
The Rindge History Committee continues to gather pertinent
historical items as well as to research and compile information
on "Old Homes" and "family genealogies".
The Committee wishes to extend our gratitude to Mrs.
Elizabeth Sampson, who has completed 20 volumes of Rindge
Historical Scrap Books. These books can be reviewed in the
Library .
The 1988 new and reprinted publications of the Rindge
History continue to be on sale at the Town Office and the
Library.
Please feel free to contact members of the Committee with












REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
This has been a busy year due chiefly to septic problems and
a wet year. The complaints commonly originate with unidentified
callers
•
Also, this is the first year for some since that problems
have arisen with soil removal and distribution in unacceptable
areas
•
In such instances the Wetlands Board has been very helpful.
The discharge problems in connection with lakes and streams
are still a source of serious contamination a problem we are
addressing with other Town Boards and building permits. We still
have contamination due to old buildings with obsolete discharge
systems particularly when occupation is seasonal. We have no
important violations as regarding food handlers and restaurants
and minor ones have been eradicated on second inspection.
Another problem presenting difficulties is a bi-state lake
such as Mononomock. To address this, I am renewing my Health
Officers License in Massachusetts.
Your Health Officer has attended three regional and one
State meeting and finding these helpful. I will attend more next
year .
The New Hampshire State Department of Public Health has been
a well qualified resource.
My activities consisted of eighty-three site visits, eight
out of town visits and innumerable phone calls.
State and local officials have been extremely cooperative
and I am grateful.
Schools, public and private, have provided no complaints









The Meeting was called to order in the Rindge Memorial School
Gymnasium at 8:30 AM by Moderator David M. Tower.
The following officers were elected:
SELECTMAN for three years
BUDGET COMMITTEE for three years






A RECOUNT FOR THFSE SEATS HELD ON MARCH 22, 1989
DID NOT CHANGE THE OUTCOME OF THE ELECTION.
PLANNING BOARD for two years






CONSTABLE for one year
OVERSEER OF WELFARE for one year
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS for three years Evelyn R. Fogg
SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR for one year Bernard Hampsey
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER for three years Jean T. White
The Evening Meeting was called to order in the Rindge Memorial
School Gymnasium at 7:00 P.M. by Moderator David M. Tower.
The Invocation was given by The Reverend Richard J. Tulip of the
First Congregation Church, UCC, in Rindge.
The assembly saluted the flag led by Girl Scout Hannah Duffy and
Boy Scout Joel Normandin.
A motion made by the Moderator to waive the reading of the
Warrant was seconded.
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ARTICLE 1. TO HEAR AND ACT UPON THE REPORTS OF THE SELECTMEN,
TOWN TREASURER, TOWN CLERK AND REPORTS OF ALL AGENTS, COMMITTEES
AND OFFICERS HERETOFORE CHOSEN, AND ACT IN ANY WAY RELATING
THERETO.
ARTICLE 1. A motion made by Joseph F. Doherty was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 1 as written.
ARTICLE 2. TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO
DEFRAY TOWN CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AND MAKE APPROPRIATIONS
OF SAME.
ARTICLE 2. A motion made by John D. Walsh was seconded, and
it was voted to raise the sum of $1,116,410.00 to defray Town
Charges for the ensuing year. (See Itemized Budget at the end of
these minutes).
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE VOTERS WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN AND
TOWN TREASURER TO BORROW MONEY IN THE ANTICIPATION OF THE
COLLECTION OF TAXES FOR THE CURRENT YEAR, AND TO ISSUE IN THE
NAME OF THE TOWN NEGOTIABLE NOTES THEREFORE, SAID NOTES TO BE
REPAID DURING THE CURRENT YEAR FROM TAXES COLLECTED DURING THE
CURRENT YEAR.
ARTICLE 3. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 3 as written.
ARTICLE 4. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ALLOW A DISCOUNT OF
27. ON PROPERTY TAXES IF PAID WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF PRESENTATION
OF BILL; AND THAT NO DISCOUNT BE ALLOWED ON PARTIAL PAYMENTS.
ARTICLE 4. A motion made by John D. Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. Scott Douglas' motion to amend
the article to read "To see if the Town will vote to allow a
discount of 2% on property taxes if paid within fifteen (15)
working days of presentation of bill; and that no discount be
allowed on partial payments* was seconded. A standing vote taken
on the motion resulted in 160 IN FAVOR and 72 IN OPPOSITION.
Article 4 was accepted, as amended.
ARTICLE 5. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE THAT THE SELECTMEN MAY
ACCEPT ANY AND ALL LEGACIES, GIFTS, GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES TO THE
TOWN IN TRUST OR OTHERWISE BY ANY INDIVIDUAL OR INDIVIDUALS; AND
TO FURTHER AUTHORIZE THAT THE FUNDS MAY BE EXPENDED FOR THE
PURPOSES STATED, OR TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION RELATING THERETO.
ARTICLE 5. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper^ was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 5 as written.
ARTICLE 6. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX
SALE; AND TO DISPOSE OF OR SELL SURPLUS PERSONAL TOWN PROPERTY OR
TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION RELATING THERETO.
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ARTICLE 6. A motion made by John D, Walsh was seconded, and
It vas voted to accept Article 6 as written.
ARTICLE 7. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO CREATE A TOWN MANAGER
STUDY COHMITTEE TO RESEARCH THE NECESSITY AND FEASIBILITY OF
HIRING A TOWN MANAGER, AND TO FURTHER MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS
REGARDING THE HIRING OR A TOWN MANAGER TO THE SELECTMEN AND TO
REPORT TO THE TOWNSPEOPLE OF RINDGE AT THE 1990 TOWN MEETING.
THE COMMITTEE WOULD CONSIST OF FOUR (4) PEOPLE TO BE APPOINTED BY
THE SELECTMEN, PLUS THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
ARTICLE 7. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper was seconded
and Maryann went on to explain that this is not a money article,
but an investigative and research report to look into the
feasibility of hiring a town manager. A standing vote on Article
7 resulted in 132 IN FAVOR, 87 OPPOSED. Article 7 was accepted
as written.
ARTICLE 8. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ADOPT THE PROVISIONS
OF R.S.A. 76:15-A WHICH PROVIDES FOR THE SEMI-ANNUAL COLLECTION
OF TAXES; A FIRST PAYMENT OF TAXES TO BE DUE AND PAYABLE ON JULY
1ST, PAYMENT OF THE BALANCE TO BE DUE ON DECEMBER 1ST, TO BECOME
EFFECTIVE WITH THE TAX YEAR COMMENCING APRIL 1, 1989.
ARTICLE 8. A motion made by Joseph F. Doherty was seconded.
After lengthy discussion a motion was made and seconded to move
the question and Article 8 was defeated.
ARTICLE 9. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO INCREASE THE SALARY
OF THE TAX COLLECTOR BY $5,000.00 (FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS)
PROVIDED THAT THE TOWN HAS ADOPTED THE PROVISIONS OF R.S.A.
76:15A "SEMI -ANNUAL COLLECTION OF TAXES", TO BECOME EFFECTIVE
WITH THE TAX YEAR COMMENCING APRIL 1, 1989.
ARTICLE 9. A motion made by John D. Walsh to pass over this
article and take no action carried.
ARTICLE 10. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $6,000.00 (SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS) FOR THE
PURPOSE OF PURCHASING WORD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT FOR THE PLANNING
BOARD AND POLICE DEPARTMENT.
ARTICLE 10. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper was
seconded, and it was voted to accept Article 10 as written.
ARTICLE 11. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND FOR THE STUDY AND/OR IMPLEMENTATION OF A RECYCLING
PROGRAM AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,000.00 (TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS) TOWARDS THIS PURPOSE.
ARTICLE 11. A motion made by John D. Walsh was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 11 as written.
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ARTICLE 12. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,000.00 (TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS) FOR THE
PURPOSE OF HIRING A CODE ENFORCEMENT INSPECTOR.
ARTICLE 12. A motion made by Joseph F. Doherty was
seconded, and after lengthy discussion a motion was made and
seconded to move the question. Article 12 was defeated.
ARTICLE 13. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE AND
AUTHORIZE THE WITHDRAWAL FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND,
ESTABLISHED FOR THIS PURPOSE, THE SUM OF $55,657.00 (FIFTY-FIVE
THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN DOLLARS) FOR THE PURCHASE OF A
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT DUMP TRUCK.
ARTICLE 13. A motion made by Joseph F. Doherty was
seconded, and it was voted to accept Article 13 as written.
ARTICLE 14. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,000.00 (TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS) TO BURY
WIRES AND CABLES IN RINDGE CENTER.
ARTICLE 14. A motion made by John D. Walsh to pas over this
article and take no action due to new information which made the
project no longer feasible, carried.
ARTICLE 15. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $12,600.00 (TWELVE THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED
DOLLARS) TO PAY FOR PROFESSIONAL AND MUNICIPAL PLANNING SERVICES,
TO COMPLETE AND PRINT THE TOWN'S UPDATED MASTER PLAN, AND TO
CONTINUE THE PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.
ARTICLE 15. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper was
seconded, and it was voted to accept Article 15 as written.
ARTICLE 16. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $1,000.00 (ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS) FOR THE
PURPOSE OF PURCHASING A FIREPROOF FILE CABINET FOR THE
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE.
ARTICLE 16. A motion made by Joseph F. Doherty was
seconded, and it was voted to accept Article 16 as written.
ARTICLE 17. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $4,700.00 (FOUR THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
DOLLARS) FOR THE REPAIR AND RESURFACING OF THE TENNIS AND
BASKETBALL COURTS.
ARTICLE 17. A motion made by John D. Walsh to accept this
article was seconded. Discussion followed quef3tinnlng the
practicality of repairing the basketball courts without fencing
them first to prevent damage and vandalism. A motion by John
North to amend this article to read, "To see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 (seven
thousand dollars); $4,700.00 for the repair and resurfacing of
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the tennis and basketball courts, the balance of whirh would be
used to fence the basketball court except that if the balance is
insufficient it will be placed in a capital reserve fund and
carried over to next year. " Article 17 carried, as amended.
ARTICLE 18. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO
DEPOSIT MONIES APPROPRIATED YEARLY FOR THE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION, BUT UNEXPENDED AT YEAR END, IN THE CONSERVATION FUND
ESTABLISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONTRIBUTING TO THE LOCAL MATCHING
FUND PORTION REQUIRED FOR ACQUIRING CONSERVATION LAND OR INTEREST
IN LAND OR OTHER COSTS ASSOCIATED THEREWITH FOR PERMANENT
CONSERVATION USE UNDER THE NH LAND CONSERVATION INVESTMENT
PROGRAM (LCIP).
ARTICLE 18. A motion made by Maryann B. Harper was
seconded, and it was voted to accept Article 18 as written.
ARTICLE 19. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $110,000.00 ($90,000.00 TO BE APPROPRIATED
FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS AND $20,000.00 TO BE RAISED
THROUGH TAXES) TO PURCHASE AND EQUIP A NEW CLASS A PUMPER AND TO
CONVERT THE PRESENT PUMPER TO A FORESTRY TRUCK. (BY PETITION)
ARTICLE 19. A motion made by Craig Hoyt, Fire Chief, was
seconded and it was voted to accept Article 19 as written.
ARTICLE 20. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $500.00 (FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS) TO FIX OR
REPLACE THE PUMP AT HILLSIDE CEMETERY, THEREBY PROVIDING A SUPPLY
OF WATER AT THE CEMETERY. (BY PETITION)
ARTICLE 20. A motion made by Ralph Hoyt was seconded, but
when Selectman Maryann B. Harper pointed out concern over
possible contamination of the well, it was voted to defeat
Article 20.
ARTICLE 21. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF AMENDING THE ZONING ORDINANCES
OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AND
PRINTED AS FOLLOWS:
AMENDMENT NO. 1: (BY BALLOT) ADD TO ARTICLE III, GENERAL
PROVISIONS, SECTION M TO READ AS FOLLOWS: TRAVEL TRAILERS/MOTOR
HOMES: PRIVATELY OWNED TRAVEL TRAILERS AND MOTOR HOMES MAY BE
PARKED OR STORED ON RESIDENTIAL LOTS IN ANY DISTRICT PROVIDED
THAT SUCH UNITS DO NOT ENCROACH INTO ANY REQUIRED SETBACK OR YARD
AREA AND ARE NOT OCCUPIED FOR LIVING PURPOSES.
YES 499 NO 215
AMENDMENT NO. 2: (BY BALLOT) AMEND ARTICLE IV, RECREATIONAL
DISTRICT, SECTION A-1, USES PERMITTED, TO DELETE THE REFERENCE TO
TRAVEL TRAILERS.
YES 366 NO 279
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AMENDMENT NO. 3: (BY BALLOT) AMEND ARTICLE V, RESIDENTIAL-
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT, SECTION A-1, USES PERMITTED, TO DELETE
EACH DWELLING SHALL BE ON A SEPARATE LOT.
"
YES 353 NO 310
AMENDMENT NO. 4: (BY BALLOT) CHANGE AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR
SINGLE-FAMILY DWELLINGS, TWO-FAMILY DWELLINGS, MULTI-FAMILY
DWELLINGS AND NON-RESIDENTIAL USES IN THE RESIDENTIAL-
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT, VILLAGE DISTRICT, COLLEGE DISTRICT, AND
BUSINESS-LIGHT INDUSTRY DISTRICT AS FOLLOWS: SINGLE-FAMILY
DWELLINGS - TWO (2) ACRES; TWO-FAMILY DWELLINGS - THREE (3)
ACRES; MULTI -FAMILY DWELLINGS - THE MINIMUM LOT AREA FOR EACH
DWELLING UNIT SHALL BE TWO (2) ACRES; NON-RESIDENTIAL USES - TWO
(2) ACRES.
YES 421 NO 274
AMENDMENT NO. 5: (BY BALLOT) RENUMBER AND REORDER FOR CONTINUITY
AND CLARITY.
YES 462 NO 144
AMENDMENT NO. 6: (BY PETITION-BY BALLOT) AMEND THE ZONING MAP
OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE BY REZONING THE PARCEL CURRENTLY ZONED
RESIDENTIAL-AGRICULTURAL AND LOCATED ON THE SOUTHWEST SIDE OF
ROUTE 119 AND DESIGNATED AS TAX MAP 4 LOT 3, AND PART OF MAP 4
LOT 38 ON THE TOWN OF RINDGE TAX MAP TO BUSINESS-LIGHT INDUSTRY
DISTRICT.
(The Planning Board does not recommend the adoption of this
amendment)
YES 371 NO 355
NOTE: On petition of 10 registered voters of the Town of Rindge,
a recount on this question was held on March 22, 1989. Results:
YES 370 NO 349
ARTICLE 26: TO TAKE UP ANY MATTER THAT MAY PROPERLY COME BEFORE
THIS MEETING.
ARTICLE 26: There being no further business, a motion was
made and seconded to adjourn at 10:25 PM.
All officers were duly sworn in as by law prescribed.
Respectfully submitted,
Sharon L. Sheldon, Town Clerk
69.














HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE - SUMMER












INTEREST - TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
CAPITAL RESERVE - FIRE EQUIPMENT
CAPITAL RESERVE - HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT
CAPITAL RESERVE - POLICE EQUIPMENT
CAPITAL RESERVE - PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING
















































VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE
LIST OF OWNERS
ASSESSED AS OF APRIL 1, 1989




EQUALIZED RATIO 100 %

NAME
AmXH, RUDY & BERNARM J.
ABBEY, GBC»GE F. & EILEEN
ABBOTT, CELIAN H. & WHJAM
ABORN, DAVID R. & HARRIET
ACKER, ANI«EW F. & MIRIAM
ADAMS, JOSEPH III, SMTIH,
LOUIS, SMTIH, MARC & ADAMS
MARI
ADAMS, KENNETH
ADAMS, ROBERT E. & MARIE
ADCMOVICH, SHIRLEY & GKAY,
ADVENT LUfflERAN CHURCH
AHO, DANIEL T.
AHO, DANIEL & ARIMIZ
AHO, DAVID
AHO, DAVID & ELLA C.
AHO, DAVID & AHO, MARK
AHO, DAVID & WANDA J.
AHO, FREffiRICK & DEBRA J.
AHO, HJAIMR W. & ElM E.




M 24 L 02
M 22 L 10
M 45 L 98
M45 L103
M45 U04
M 14 L 10





M 11 L 38-1
M 10 L45-1
M 4 L 39
M 6 L82
M 14 L 32
M 14 L33
M 14 L 53
M 2 L 41-7A
M23 L 01-29
M 6 L 72




M 1 L 1.15
AHO, RAPHAEL & RENEE M 10 L 04-03
AHO, RICHARD & MARILYN M 13 L 09
AHO, STEVEN & MELODY J. M 8 L 10-2
AICHOLIZ, PAraiCK & ARLENE M 2 L 35-1
ALRRRTS, SYLVIA & BEALS, M M9 L 17
ALDEN, RICHARD & LAURIE M 31 L 16




















































































NAME 0«Kription and Valu* Acre* Land BIdg.
ALBCNI. WTIi.IAM & DOKAINE MAI L 09 .27 53600 25650
ALLABY, DAVID & SEOCXK, S M 7 L 26-58 4.60 62050 97000
ALLAIM, WSNIE & ATtC T. M 35 L 06 VET .39 110200 10500
ALLAIM. PALJL M 2 L02 1.00 46650 67550
AlJi=N, DEWIS J. M 5 L 19 .28 28A50 28750
AliiN, HAZEL B. M 27 L 13 8.50 77850 8A750
AIJi=>J, MICHAEL & VIRGINIA M 39 L 16 .12 77300 A8050
.ALIMAN, MJRRAY R. M 3 L 01 3.00 66000 31000
M 21 L 17 8.50 391800 135200
AMADIO, LOUIS & JAhET A. M 15 L 15 .23 10A800 37050
AMADON, b'lbPHEN & SHARON M 10 L 04-07-02 2.40 5A250 76600
AMBURGEY, LEONARD & BARBARA M 20 L 10 .86 155700 35800
A^^^I.TNG, ANN & JAMES M 39 L 37-1 3.60 122000 29800
A^fS, BLISS C & PHYLLIS M 6 L 47 lO.AO 96000 83050
A^€S, LAWRENCE & SKDVE, S. M 4 L 31 C.U. 38.96 20007 A8100
AMES, socrrr & burstcin-
AMES, RDNDA M 10 L 22 50.18 91900
M 10 L 23-2 51750 116100
MAO L 12 1.16 68850
MAO L 13 .25 44900
MAI L 05 .60 64000
MAI L 12 l.OA 46750
AMSl»<, ELIZABEm ; NYE,
NANCY; DREUDING, CAROL C, M 8 L 15 C.U. 57.30 4584
ANDERSON, DONALD E. M 3 L 04-1-A 2.65 52700 67A00
ANUiKSON, DOROTHY M 34 L 29 VET .09 27200 26650
M 34 L 38 .20 9800
ANDERSON, ELIZABEIW &
CLARKE M 48 L 56 2.25 151950 38200
ATOERSON, JA^KS & AUCOIN, M M 8 L08-2 2.48 50050 89650
AMKRSON, LIIXLAtN M. M 39 L 39 VET .50 130000 60450
A^CeRSON, MARTHA M 41 L 03 .30 56950 29650
M 41 L 15 .50 A7300 5150
A^W3«GN, H\RGARCT M 41 L 10-1 C.U. 11.90 250
ANDERSON, PhTn-IK J. M 6 L 04 C.U. 185.39 A8228 167750
M 6 L A9A-5 .30 5000
AHDEKSON, VKIVK & MAKGARCT M 6 L f>i-l C.U. 6.50 325
AMJEKSCJN, KO«JH J. M I L 7A C.U. 20.00 2A0




ANNALA, FRED E. & HELVI L.
ARCHAMBAULT, DEBRA
ARCHAMBAULT, GLORIA
ARMELLINO, JAMES & ANNA
ARSENAULT, DONALD & RITA
ASAEF, WADE J.
Description and Value
ASH, FREDERICK & BERTHA L.
ASKINAS, DAVID & VIKDAL, K.
ATHEY, BARBARA M.
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF N.H.
M 7 L 61
M 23 L 02-1
M 24 L 04
M 33 L 16
M 11 L 30
M 43 L 01-10
M 4 L 51-3
M 7 L 26-^
AUSTIN, GLENN & KIM I.
AUSTIN, TIMOTHY & KAREN
AVEDISIAN, ALICE
AVERY, mmis
AYOUB, DAVID & JEAN M.
B&S REALTY
BABOOCK, VrailAM E.
BABINEAU, BRIAN & TORR, A.
M 45 L 020
M 46 L 04
M48 L 63
M48 L 65
M 48 L 66
M 7 L 15-3
M 7 L 15-3-2
M 7 L 15-3-3
M 7 L 15-6
M 7 L 26-61
M 2 L 68-1
M 28 L 20
M 35 L 04
M 6 L 71-1
M 6 L 49-4
M 6 L 99-5
M 6 L 99-6
M 14 L 31





































































BAKER, RICHARD & MARGARET
BALDWIN, NYLE & UMIA L..
BALDWIN, VIRGINIA & BALDWIN, M 7 L 98-IA
BALENTINE, JAhCS & BETTY J. M 9 L 18
M 9 L 21
BALPOIIR, WILLIAM & A^« M46 L 24





BARKER, EDMJND & DARUENE
BARKER, SUM) & QARLENE &
raCMSOK, reiER & MARY
BARRETIE, LOUIS & JULIE K.
BARRY, JOW & PATRICIA L.
BARRY, MARGARET C.
BARRY, WXesa & MARGARET
BAfOEL, CYNIHIA & GARLAND j|.
BAKOETT, OesnS & LINDA
BARTLEIT, UEltaS R.
BAKILEn, GBURGE (. CHRISTUf:
BAKnZTT, JA^eS (, SHERRELL
M 3 L 36
M 8 L Ob-1
M 45 L 33
M 45 L 034
M 45 L 035
M 45 L 036
M 45 L 037
M45 L 040
M 45 L 041
M 45 L 042
M 46 L 14
M 7 L 15-8




M 25 L 22
M22 L06
M 12 L 01-1
M 6 L 59
M 30 L 14
M 30 L 15
M 30 L 16
M 7 L 15-1
M 7 L 15-lA
M30 L 18
M 7 L 7
M 10 L 21.13
M 2 L09-2


























































MKrm, BDBEK£ & BERTHA A.
BASSETT, RICHARD & GLORIA
BAUER, LAWRENCE E., JR.
BEACH, C. EEWARD & JOYCE
BEAUDOIN, CUME & EVA
BEAUREGARD, RICHARD & EMILY
BEAUREGARD, MITCHELL & N.
BEAUVAIS, JAMES & PHYLLIS
BEERS, GARY & JAOpUNE
BEERS, ROBERT L. & TA^WY
ffiXaJN, BETTINA B.
BEKIER, STEVEN & CHRYSTINA
BffiSHA, MICHAEL & ANNE L.
BELANGER, DAVID & MARCELIE
BELANGER, ROLAND & KAREN
BELFICRE, VINERA
BELFDRD, ELAINE & LAMOIHE.K
& UMJim, RICHARD N.
MUL, PAUL & NORMA C.
BELL, RICHARD B.
BELLETEIES, INC.
MLLIVEAU, RAiMM) & IRENE
BENJAMSON, JAMES & CYNIHIA
BENNER, MATHEW & BCWNIE J.
BENNET, DANIEL & KELLY J.
BEIWEr, BRUCE J. & AlfJE E.
BEMNETT, ELMUND
BENNETT, JOHN & ANN E.
BENNEIT, RUSSELL & JANIS
BQISON, JEAN M.
BERGER, FRANZ & JOAN M.
Description and Value
M43 L 01-01
M 2 L 59.064
M 10 L 27-06
M 3 L 52-2
M 13 L 17
M 13 L 17
M 9 L06-1
M 6 L 55
M 3 L 13-6





M 7 L 26-56
M47 L 12
M 5 L 17
M 10 L 47-04
M45 L096
M 6 L 49A-^
M47 L 35
M 2 L 41-3-5-1
M 2 L 41-3-5-2
M 3 L 15-4-1
M 5 L 33
M 34 L 30
M 12 L03-1
M 10 L 10
M 2 L.0&-1
M 11 L 40











































































Booquisr, hargld & muuam
BBOqMIST. JUEL & WBtXTA
















BIANCHI. ANIHDNY & JOSEPHDf: M 15
BIANCHIN, ROBERT R.





HAX, CHARLES & CELIA M.
BLACKALL, DAVID & JUSTINE
HAIR, EVERETT C. SR
BIAIS, WILFWD & ALDIA
BLAKE, GERTRUDE I.
BLAKE, RONALD & KX«E, D.
BL\NGEARD, JULIEN & DORDflW
BLATCHFTDRD, DAVID & JUDITH
BLOCK, HERM AN & NORA
BLOUIN, BERNICE
BLUCKE, R£»ERT & ELLZABCTH
BOBBY, STEPHEN & CATHERINE
BOCHICCHIO, LEONARD & C^\WN;
BETTS, KEITH L. ] M 33
BOOC, CARL & PHYLLIS M. M 19
BOICE, EMA B. M 2
BOLDUC, STEPHEW; LILLIAN mJ M 33
BOBDUZ, LUCIAN & MARIA M 15
B06TQN & MAINE GCXIP. M 2
M 2 L 59.070
L 37
M 2 L 59.105
M 1 L03-LA
M 20 L06
M 27 L 26-1
M 11 L 02-1
M 19 L 31
M 2 L 61
M 14 L 28
M26 LOS
M 10 L 37
M 19 L 09
M 7 L 26-01
M 48 L 64
M 3 L 62
M 21 L 06
M 2 LOU
M 18 L 06





































































































BOUUREAU, ALFRH) & JXMJim
BOUDREAU, ALFRED JR. & C.
BOUDRIEAU, D. SOOTT & TA^^fi
Description and Value
BOUKUEAU, KMNIS & ANNE L.J M 7
M 7
BOULAY, MARK & GECMJINA
BRAMBLETT, LARRY & CAROL
BRAND, PAUL I. JR & PATRICIA M 2



















BRECKENRIOa;, DANIEL & M. M 11





BRIOGS, RANDAL & MARY H.
BRIGGS, ROBERT
HOSTOL, NANCY
BRITT, RICHARD & JADCpELYN
BROCK, EDWARD
BROOCELMAN, AROTUR & EENISi;
BROCMERKLE, E>MA I.
BRDGAN, DAVID 7 MARGARET
BROOKS, CELIAE.




























































































































NAME 0«Kription and Valu*
BMW. RIOiARD P. & LOIS M.
BROUN. WILLIAM D. ESTATC
BRULE. UOEL & P/maCIA
BRHfiK, EDUARD C. II
EBUtCR, EZMARD & Mi\RGARET
EBUCLU, NELSI & ANTIA
BHJNO, CHARLES & lELEN C.
BRXAOT, DEMrtS A.
BRYANT, EST. PAUL & MAR
BUIHERI, ALfRECA B.
BUmNTON, LESTER & JEAN
BULL, GEORGE & DAI£ S.
BULLEY, GILBERT & MARY H.
BUffUS, PEIER & SANDRA
BURBAMC, HERBERT & LILA M.




BURNS, J.RDBERT & NANCY A.
BURNS, RICHARD & HELEN A.
BURNS, VniLIAM A. & LBONA
BURRIER, RICHARD & AM)REA S|.
BURT, HELEN R.
BUST, HOWARD, JR & SHIRIJEiY
BUKT, ROGQI& BARBARA
BUBTIS, RICHARD b TPOe. M.
M 5 L20
M 2 L45
M 12 L 02
M 33 L 15
M49 L25
M 7 L 20
M48 L 50
M 1 L 22-3
M 3 L 15-2




M 5 L 13-1
M 2 L04
M 6 L89
M 7 L 26-05
M 7 L 26-29
M27 L 12
M 14 L 55
M 21 L 19
M 37 L 10
M 3 L 16




M 10 L 38
M 10 L40
M 10 L41






















































































































NAME Description and Value
BUSSIERE, ANDREW & DCMmff M 2
BUSSIERE, LINDA M. M 31
BUSSIERE, MARK & LINDA M 25
BUTLER, WmLD & PAULINE M 7
BUTLER, F. JA^ES & EST. RUqi M 7
BUTTERFIELD, RUTH I.
CABO, JOSEPH & EIENA
CABOT, MARYMDGKATH
CADY, SAMUEL & SUE ELLEN
GAIN, EVELYN
CALL, RICHARD & MARY T.
CALLAHAN, EDWIN & THERESA
CAMBAL-HAYWARD, FREDERICK &
GAMBRIDffi BOY SCOUT CAMP INC M 7
M 11
CAMERC»I, JAMES & LAUREL A.


























CAMPBELL. FRANCIS EST. & EST M 10
CAMPBELL, JAMES & SUSAN B
CAMPOS, JOSEPH T.
GAMJSO, LOIS & ANfflOSlY L.
CAOUETTE, WILFRED & IRE^E
CAPLICE, RICHARD, TRUSTEE
TRILLIUM REALTY TRUST
M 8 L 09-5
M 37
M40
CAPOZZl, HERMAN & GLORIA
CARBONNEAU, CAROLL J. & SA$A M 33
M 47CARBO^E, ROBERT N.
C/0 ROBERT MDYNIHAN
CARGUUD, DOMINIC & JEANNE
CARLSON, JOHN & RAYLENE

















































































































NAME D*Kription and Volu* Acrss land Bldg.
Cnati, ROfitST & ELIZABblli M 5 L 37 VET .2/ 25950 58400
CARPtNTCR, DAVID C. JR M 3 L 58-1 VET i.a 3850
M 3 L 61 1.00( 43250 38950
M 23 LOS .1^ 7100
CARPQfllX, DUAtC M 17 L 06-1 .52 42500 2850
CARRIER, TODMAS & TCRRI A. M 2 L028 38400
CARROLL, CHARLES & MAR:niA M 8 L 15-1 C.U/VET 32. 5C 2600
M 8 L 18-1 1.6C 49200 68700
M 8 L 19 C.U. 23.0C 17530 1650
M 8 L 28 C.U. 25.0C 35290 43700
CARRDJJ,, MIRIAM I. M 17 L 25 .3S 131200 57300
CARROLL, NGRMA V. M 2 L 59.094 38800
CARTif, JA^ES & MARY V. M A7 L 54 .17 37450 30750
CASAVANT, HEJKY SR. M 2 L 59.020 VET 24400
CASAVANT, HE2«Y JR M 2 L 59.025 36050
CASEY, DE2WIS W. M 9 L 06 VET 11.0( 59150 79900
CASEY, TICMAS & KATOUTN M 39 L27 .2^ 77300 26150
CASHED, AURA N. M 7 L 50 4.9( 62750 119400
CAfflEDRAL EST.PRDPEKIY OWN M 7 L 26-A 3.a 104500
CA3HEDRAL OF TOE PINES POUl . M 11 L 15 C.U. .4( 32
M 11 L 17 C.U. 26.
a
32320
M 11 L 18 C.U. 90.0( 29908 80800
M 11 L 19 C.U. 62. 97970 93250
M 11 L 19-1 88700
M 11 L 19-2 153600
M 11 L 19-3 165400
M 11 L 19^ 122000
M 11 L 19-5 6400
M 11 L 37 C.U. 69 .a 22660 38900
CAIHERCN, MARGARET B. M 13 L 13.24 i.a 129100 39600
CAVAN/Oi, JAMES F. M A7 L 58 .9! 75300 33350
CEPOLE, VINCEf^ & BETIY M 5 L 10-6 2.2( 43800 104100
(TfARIO, MARION E. M 34 L 20 VET ,2: 40850 15900
OiAMBERLAIN, EARL & LOIS M 1 L04 VET 1.5( 53800 81650
CHAhfNEY, ERNEST JR & JUDI' H M 23 L08-1 VET 2.2; 61050 74950
OMfNEY, HERUEKl- (, \W3FS M 8 L 10-1 VET .7; 28350
M 25 L06-2 2.0( 65450 58100
M 25 L 16-2 1.8i 3150
CHAMJLER, BUCr M 2 L 59.039 VET 32350
NAME
CHARBDUDIAN, JOtlN & SUSAN
11
Description and Value
CHARLCME, KEMJETH & MURIH M 3
CHARR(»J, jattJ & MCGABE-CHAiJr M 23
CHARR(»J, THCMAS R. M 28
CHARRDN REAL ESTA3E, INC. M 6
CHARIRAND, JAMES & MNISE M 2
CHAIFIELD, GEORGE & MARIE W. M 14
CHERUBINI, ANTH»iY & RITA ij. M 3
M 3
M 7
CHESBRDUGH, HERBERT & HELEIJI M 19
CmCKERING, FRANK M 2
CHISHOm, OOUN & STOAND S$ M 7








CIAMPA, JOSEPH & MARY J.
CIARCIA, JOHN JR. & lEO, N
CTOLA, MARTHA K.
CLAPP, ROBERT & ANITA
CLARK, DIANE & ROLAND
CLARK, J(MN CRAIG,JR &
UNGER-€LARK
CLARK, BOBEKT & BEffl
CLEAVES, WALTER & MADELEJE
CLELAND, ROBERT J.
CUEMENIE, RONALD & DARLENE
CLEVELAND, RICHARD & EST.
CLEVELAND, WALTER & MARY


























































































































































OLOniER, RIOMRD & Oliii^
aamsL, rovrm & jai« p
QQMCHE. ARIWR & A^«R06INA
OXHRAN, ALAN & JOAN A.
OXHRAN. RIOURD
OOOKAfC, FISDERICK & ELEAI^ M 45
OOCHWC, JUDITH & PAUL
ODCHRANE, PAUL E.
OOFFEY, IHGMAS & AOCS M.
OOFFIN, LORl & THERRIAULT
OOHAN, CHARLES & ELVI S.
OOLE, RALPH & ELINOR C.
CaUJHXIE, JOEL & JQAhtE
GOLLUM, DAVID & MARGARET
M 20 L 10
M 17 L 18
M 3 L 29-2
M 14 L 52




































M 3 L 24-1
M 3 L 24A
M 6 L 77
M 40 L 02
M 3 L 10
M 14 L 03
M 14 L 07
M 16 L 01+3+3-1
M 15 L 07
















































































































OOLLUM, D. & M. (COWTD)
(DLOJIAL 00-OPERATIVE BANK




aMX)N, TERRENCE & BARBARA
(JM., LAURISim & LINDA B.
OMXS, "fflCMAS & JO ANN
CONNARE, MARCELLE L.
TRUSTEES OF C(»JNARE FAMILY
OCMJOR, HARRY & GEORGIANNA
(XmOB., MICHAEL F.
OMWRS, DANIEL & SUZANNE
CCMEY, JASa^ & MARY J.
C»JSTANTINE, FAMM) & MAR|E M 7
COCK, ROBERT & VALERIE R.
COCK, Jm & MARY ANN




CORMIER, RAYMOND & SUSAN A
CORMIER, REGINALD & ROBIN
CORNWALL, JCDHN & LAURA H.
CORREDV, JOSEPH, SR.& JOS.
aJSS, CHARLES & GENEVIEVE




M 2 L 59.074
M 14 L 02
M 14 L 16
M 19 L 35
M 7 L 76
M 8 L 24-1
M 8 L 24-2
M 8 L 2S-2
M45 L024
M45 L025
M 24 L 12-1








M 2 L 30
M 2 L 36
M 2 L 36-1
M 2 L 37-1
M 2 L 37-2
M 3 L 25D
M 10 L 35-1
M 4 L 51-4
M 5 L 13
M 7 L 17-1
M 50 L49
M 1 L 21A


























































































GOUSHADC. CHARLBS & JEA^«1IE M 7
oanuoE:, alan & rdsemarie
COVERT, THBXORE & BEVE3U.Y
14
Description and Valu*
M 7 L 2fr-36
L 26-37
M 5 L 02-3
GRABnraZ, CHARLES & RTEA
CRABrmEZ, mCMAS
CRAIG, JA^E^ M
CSAMB, DONALD & RUIH M.
(SA^C:, CELQCA A.
CREIGHTDN, JEFFTIEY & DENIS^ M 2
CREVELDC, GUY & MAUREEN M 43
GRTTCH, JEHilE A. M 45
CROCKER, DAVID & RWH R. M 24
CROCKER, KEIDALL III & LINliA M 6
CROCKER, KENDALL III & ALfJe M 6
CROSBY, JGl« & CHARLCrriE M 37




CaOHLEY, EUGENE & RHCX€k\ M 8
CHOULEY, TJiJMAS (. SHIRLEY M 27
M 10 L 04-4




M 43 L 12
M43 L 13
























































































































































cuMffics, TiMoraY & wmk
CUNNINGHAM, JCm & KAfflERIl^ M 10
CURRIER, ALBERT & JUNE M.
OJRRIER, AR3HJR EST. & I£)I
CURTIS, DCMLD & JOAN





DALE, ROBERT & JOYCE E.














DAMCN, JOJAS REALTY CO., INC M 1
DAMCN, MARK & PAULA
DAMDN, RICHARD
DANDLEY, NCEL & MARY
DANIELS, RALPH A.
DARLING, STELLA M.
DAVENPORT, JAMES & ANGELA
DAVENPORT, RICHARD & PBQGY
DAVIDSON, RICHARD & JUDITH
DAVIS, KENNEIH C.
C/O ALICE STEARNS
M 4 L 14-1
M 3 L 29-1
M34 L31
M 7 L 53
M 2 L 59,097
M27 L 18
M 2 L47 VET
M 2 L 52 VET
M 1 L03-1 C.U
M 1
M 1
DAVIS, RICHARD JR 7& NIEME^ M 46
M46
DAVIS, RICHARD D. ESTATE
DAVIS, WILLIAM & DORIS A.















































































































D*Kription and Volu* Acrct lond BIdg.
[KAS. RIOURD & KAlTiLEOJ A
DEAN, TDfTIW & BRli^Vi
DEARANl. ELIZABEHH B.
DESCAROLIS. BESARDDO & BRE24
DEXH, El>*» & BARBARA J.
ODCHADt, KE^WHHH & VIRGINI|\
DEEIOOaO, RDOOO & MARY C.
DEEAETANO, RICHARD & RDSEM
EEXSANDPRE, JO^N R.
DELIS1£, MAURICE & DOREN
DE3JLASA^^A, C»DO & WJSGJNIA
DELROSSI, DAVID & ELAINA
DELVENTAL, CARL & CEIL E.
DEMARTINO, ACHILLES & CHAR
DE>ERS, DAMJY & THERESA L.
DENARO, MATTHEW L.
DE3»SA, KAREN & SCHAEJBE
DERR, TMTmY & LYNN S.
DERRIOD, WILLIAM & COOPER
DERUOSI, STEVEN & RUGG, T
DERUOSI, SYLVESTER & MARYAIfl
DESCHENES, RAYMOND
DESCHEICS, RAYM3M) & TERRI
DESPRES, MATTHEW
EESRDSIERS, JULIE A.
DEVD^HGO, JOSEPH & JQAM«
D01ATE2S, WXEKTAJ,
DLBLASl, JOSEPH & PATRICIA
DICIEICD, DOMINIC & CAROLA^I«J
M Al) L 19
M 7 L 26-»
M 37 L 18
M 37 L 19
M 23 L 19A
M 2 L 59.034
M 6 L 91-5
M 7 L 26-38
M 2 L 08
M 31 L 03
M 15 L 22
M 7 L 51
M 3 L 92-04
M21 L02
M 37 L 13
M 7 L 54
M47 L 37
M 2 L 59.005
M 7 L 41
M 35 L08-1
M 2 L 51-1
M 7 L 19-i
M 10 L 27-03
M 47 L 51
M 34 L 24
M 10 L 47-05
M 3 L 32
M 2 L071
M 43 L 01-23
M 19 L 12
M 20 L09
M 4 L 51-6
















































































DIE^Z, PAUL M & PHYLLIS C. M 21
DIMARO), LEXMRD & DIANA I.
DIMODICA, LINDA & UMJDICA
DIOJNE, SANIKA & CHAPMAN, £
DIPIEIRD, FRANK S.
DIRUSSO, FRANK & GUORIA A.
DODDS, KAYLA SUE
DOERTY, JOSEPH & St^mXi
DCMNTTZ, ROBERT & ELAINE C.
























DOOLEY, FRANCIS III & STEPK M 43
DOUBLEDAY, KAREN H.
DOUCET, NORMAN & ANNE F.
DOUCETTE, JEREMIAH & HARRIS M 1
DOUGLAS, SCOTT & EEBRA A.
DOWER, MICHAEL & MICHELE
DOWNEY, ALAN & LOUISE D.
EKAGO, PAUL & NANCY H.
DRIBAN, STANLEY




M 6 L 65



















































































































OQB, ANDREW & BEVTi ATtl
DUBOIS, rCLGA E.




M 23 L 01
M 23 L 01-08
M 23 L 01-27
M 23 L 01-31
M 23 L 01-03
M 5 L 27
M 5 L 02-1
M 34 L 04
M 15 L 29
DUCHAWt, UO) J. 7 GERALDD M b L 67-1
& DRIBAN, STANLEY & EDHH
DUCHAWt, LBO J. & GERALDUI M 14 L 15
DIHOG, WILLIAM H. M 34 L 15
M 34 L 43
DUFAULT, GEORGE G. & OORIMI M 15 L 25
M 15 L 30
DUFFY, KATHERINE L. M 2 L 59-2
DUFFY, THCMAS M 2 L 59-3
DUBEAN, CALVIN & PATRICIA M 6 L 49-1
DUPLEASE, GEORGE & ROSALIE M 4 L 17-2
DUPRE, RICHARD C. & JEAN M 48 L 74
DURANTE, JCHi P. & ANGELA M. M 48 L 62
DURGIN, CHESTER & ELIZABCTI I M 48 L 68
DURHAM, BARBARA C. & KEELEIL, M 24 L 12-7
DURLDC, RUSSELL JR. & MARI' M 7 L 86-5
DURDCHER, RUSSELL A. & OLrT: M 6 L 21-2
DWIRE, JESSE JR. M 45 L 106
DOCSTRA, RICHARD M 9 L 6-2
EAIW, CHANDLER & CLAIRE M 39 L 37-3
EATON, HAL S. M 3 L 06
ECKSIEIN, ALFRED & A^^ M 40 L 15
EBDINGS, RIELY A. M 2 L 59-79
EEDDCS, RGSajE & SADIE M 2 L 59-98
EDGEKPON, MUUAM M 7 L 68
M 7 L 71





































































































EDWARDS, BRUCE R. & JUNE
EICHORN, FREIMLECK & KAIHLE
ELEFIHERIOU, HARRIET
EUPOULOS, CHRIS & MARY
ELLIOTT, KENNETH W. & PAUL4 M 2
ELLIS, DAI£
ELLIS, MICHAEL & SHEEL!^
ELLIS, SOOTT & KAMLEEN
ELLSWKIH, LEE E. & CAROL I
EMERSOJ, RUSSELL, JXM;
BARRY AND MCINERNY, C.
mf/lk, JOttJ & SALLY CAMBER
ENGEL, PETER P. & JAYNE T
ENGELffiKT, CHAMKA




ERVING, JEFFREY & CAROLINE
Esposrro, william & mary l
ESTAMfflCK, OaSDOti & AUIA
esirada, mike & michele
evans, mark& donna
everett, charles & linda
fabiano, gec«ce & olace
M49 L 11
M 2 L 10-3
M23 L06
M31 L06




M 2 L 41-3-2
. M47 L52
M 49 L 22
FARMER, J. FORBES & MARABETH M 4
M 4
FA8D, SALVAK«E & IDRRAINE




M 11 L 23
M49 L20
M 2 L 59.011
M 2 L 59.008
M 10 L 21.11
M27 L 32
















































































































FfSGUSGN. OVVID R. SR.
FU««H>^. BEKNICE B.
FIErZ, RGBEKT G.
FDOi, IBKY J. & HELQJ J.
FINCH, WMQf & DOUGLAS
FDCH, WILLIAM & MARGARET
0*Kriptton and Value
M 37 L e«
FDtJiAf, WALLACE 6. GERALDDE M 20
niKQffiEINEK, GS^HARD B.
FINLEY, MICHAEL & KAREN
FIRDA, NIOCLAS & VIRGINIA
FIRST OONGRBGATIONAL CHURQ: M 28
FISH, GEC«QE, EST. & MINNH:
FISHER, CLARE
FISHER, WILLIAM & MARY L.
FITZGERALD, BERNICE
FUCG, DOROIHY A.














FLANAGAN, FRANCIS & GERALD:N M 45
FLETTMR, AILEEN A.
FLETCHER, RALPH & EST. ETH
FLETCHER, SIDNEY 6> JEANN
FLORENCE, HARlXD J., EST.
C/0 NANCY SroWELL
FUICT, ROMEO EST. & CAROL
Ft3LEY, ROGER (, 90LVEIG S.
PCCG, TCRENCE 6. JUDITH A.































































































































































FOLEY, TIMDTHY & CYNIHIA





PORRY, DAVID & KA3HRYN C.
FORTE, DORIS L.




FOSTER, PETER & BARBARA
POURNIER, PAUL & JUDITH
POURNIER, ROBERT & RDSWITO.
POX, MARGUERITE
FOX, WILLIAM & OLIVE B.
FRANOOUER, JAMES & PATRICIA l
FRANK, VESLA.; RDYD(»I,
ANNETTE; THCMAS C/O ROYDOJ
FRANKLIN PIERCE COLLEJGE
M 32 L 12
M 2 L 65
M50 L 37
M50 L 43
M 39 L 24
M 25 L 19
M 25 L 23













M 6 L 09
M 6 L 10
M 6 L 28
M 9 L 10
M 9 L 10-0
M 9 L 20
M 9 L 20
M 9 L 20-OlB
M 9 L 20.02
M 9 L 20.03
M 9 L 20.03A
M 9 L 20.04
M 9 L 20.04A
M 9 L 20.05
M 9 L 20.05A
VET
M 11 L 32
M 14 L 14
M 10 L 47-06
M 10 L 47-16
M 4 L 20
M 4 L 21 VET
M 4 L 14 C.U
M 4 L 22-08
M29 L 07-4
M 3 L 14















































































C/0 OLD FORGE RESTAURANT
reASER, MARK & JEANNETIE
FREI^, NICHOLAS & CttHHIA i. M 28
FREDETTE, E. FRANCIS & SAR4H M 3
FREIEY, GWE2®0LYN D.
FREEMAN, RICHARD H. & LOIS
FW2CH, DAVID & DEBORAH L.
FM2CH, HOWARD, JR.& WILLliM,
KQWETO M. M 5
FRENCH, SW/ES & ALICE M. M 28
FKENCH, WnjLIAM JR. & MELAljn M 6
FRIEDRICH, EUGE2«: & KQJDRA M 6
FKIEDRICH, GORDON & MARY Ej M 40
FTaDHIX*T, GORDON & TCTREAUl J M 2
FKYKUM), CARL & SHIRLEY R| M 39
njIXHl, FVEEMAN A. M 45
M 45
(Ji2€., RAYMWD & A^^tT^i MJ M 23
M 'i L 20.06
M 9 L 20.07
M 9 L 20.08
M 9 L 20.09
M 9 L 20.10
M 9 L 20.11
M 9 L 20. UA
M 9 L 20.12
M 9 L 20.12A
M 9 L 20.13
M 9 L 20.14
M 10 L 11
M 10 L 12
M 10 L 13
M 10 L 16
M 10 L 17
M 10 L 18
M39 LOS
M39 L40
M 37 L 15
M38 L07
M 30 L 30
2 L 12
L04-5
M 3 L 11
M 19 L 20
M42 L04
M 3 L 63
M 6 L 80
GMXK, AtCRE & NANCY
(JOOi, AKIHJR & ADEIJ-: G.






































































































































GAGNCN, MAURICE & BARBARA R
GACSm, NORMAN & MARLENE








GANM:, JAMES & CHRISTINE M 7
GARCIA, FRANK & ROSE M. M 39
GARCIA, RAMM)
TBUSTEE OF PARAMC»I TRUST
GARMJER, RICHARD & MARIE
GARLAND, GEORGE & HELEN E.
GARLAND, MATIHEW & CATHERH^E M 13
GARLAND, RICHARD & BARBARA
GASEAU, HARVEY & ANN K.
GAUEETTE BARRY & BELLA D.
GAUTHIER, ALFRED & CAROL A,
GAUIfflER, GORDON & KAREN L.
GAimOER, mXMY & DCMJA M
GAUmiER, ROSS A.
GAVRIN, TSmSD S.
GEIGER, MARK & KELEN K.
GENOVESE, RICHARD
GENOVESE-CRA^M, BARBARA
GENTILE, RALPH & JEAN M.
(3SBRANDS, GERALD R.
GEROES, WALTER & SARAH S.
GERDES, WALTER & SARAH &
MERSHON, ROY JR. & LILLIAN
GEVRY, DENNIS & JUDITH A.
GIARD, LEO & RACHEL E.











M 7 L 63
L 02
M 7 L 26-51




































































































GILLtT, FHILIF VM. JK.TKLU^
GILLK\. JMi P.
CmUK, LAURA & HAKLli) E.
GmaC, LBOS JR & MAKY C.
GIlATi'. DCUILAS & MAKIliA
CIRDUARD, "nCMAS & IDCILLE
GISH, LYLE L. & IWLLIS E.
GISH, THCMAS & KAfflY L.
GLSMJ, RICHARD EST. &




GLOtJ, RICHARD EST. & MJRiiL M 6
OQGCARD, CHARLES & LDOA L M 7
OQCCARD, EARL & LAURA J. M 7
GOO^HRD, ROLAND JR & L0RFA|N M 7
M 28
GdXMRD, RO^^M) SR & A^«^ t|[ M 7
M 7
M 13 L 18
M 49 L 14
M b L 30
M 33 L 25
M 33 L 25-1
M 4 L 32-2
M 24 L 09
M 6 L 79
M 6 L 35-2
GODUEY, THCMAS & GLORIA J.
OOGUEN, GERARD & JAOQUELIN: M 2
OOKEY, DONALD & DEBORAH G.
OOLISANO, APMANDO
GOO^Ui., ROBERT & JOAN C.
GOCDNDU, SHAROLYN A.
GOGGNDW, CHARLES & BARBARA
GOODWIN, JOW & NANCY
OORDGN, BRUCE & IRENE M.
GQBDON, PEIER EST. & JA^ET
OCBMN, J/t€S (. SANDRA
OOSLDC, JOSEPH & MARJORIE






































































































































Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
GOUIDING, MURIEL L.
GOUNDRY, POHERT & MARY M.
GOUSLIN, AMUBERT & DdOS
GOUSLIN, LOUIS JR & ELIZABE
GRAHAM, GLEN & NORMA G.
GRAHAM, JCm C. & BARBARA
GRAINGER, LEOiA M.
(msati, RUFUS & EMIA B.
GRAVEL, LEO & DORIS M.
GRAVES, IXmLD & WEBB, ELIZ
GRAVES, G1£N H. & HHSY L.
(SAY, DAVID & SUSAN
GRAY, FRANCIS & LAURA M.
GRAY, JAMES & KAREN M.





GREEN, RALPH & LEWIN, JANICE M 27
GREENAN, JOHN & FRANCES
(SEENSPAN, PETER & BARBARA
O^EENWOOD, SCOTT & ELAINE
(3lEa)RY, ELIZABETH
(»EGORY, GEORGE & JEAN L.
GREGORY, LEWIS JR & FRANCB
GRENIER, MAURICE & TERESITA
GRIFFIN, DANIEL
GRIFFIN, KEITH & BRENDA
(M)EZINGER, HARRY & PHYLLIS
GRDOM, HARDIJ) & PATRICIA
GRUNMON, RDBJ£RT A.
C/0 aJ^MBERLAND CLINIC
GUPTILL, WILLIAM & NANCY M
M 2 L 59.080
M 2 L 59.077
M 7 L 28
M 7 L 19-3
M43 L 01-22
M 19 L 34
M 7 L 26-60
M 7 L 15-3-1





























M 5 L 16-3
M 10 L 23
M 10 L 23-1
M 10 L 27-01
M 17 L 06

















































anrnixiDCi:. douxas h, jr
aTIBUIXE. DGUCLAS & JEAN
an, MBEKT H. & BtTTf TR
GUY, UAL'ICR& NANC:Y I.
GUYETre, BEVERLY
H. 0. K. INC.




C/0 PCXIR STAR CATERING
HAKAIA, ROBERT & KATOLEEN
HAKALA, SOOTT & INA
HALBEDEL, BRIAN & EUNICE
HALE, CHARLES & KUN CHA
HALL, BRUCE
HALLIDAY, TECffflY & ANNE
HALLDCK, GBORGIE A.
HALLCX3C, JA^ffS & GEORGIE
HA^eS, EDWARD & HELEN
HAMILTON, ROBERT & RONIELE




HAfWDN, JANE & DEMPSEY,
WILLLW
HANtJ, DAVID & MARILYN
HA^MJ, EVERETT (, DANIEL;
RAYMM);WILI.D^;NI£>f3A
HAWW, EVERETT & FLDRtMCE
HATNJ, GLEN4 & KELLEY
26
0««criptien and Valu*
M 25 L 11
M 4 L 2A
M (1 L 72-1
M b L 21
M 2 L 59.035
M 10 L 47-09
M 2 L 62-1
M 15 L 02
M 15 L 34
M 27 L 03
M 6 L 35-1
M 6 L 35-3
M 6 L 49B
M 18 L 08
M 6 L 91-4
M 16 L 05
M 29 L 07-1
M 6 L 76
M 7 L 18-3
M 3 L 08-4
M 3 L 08-5
M 45 L 053
M 45 L 045
M 17 L 24
M 18 L 20
M 3 L 15-9
M 3 L 92-07
M 23 L 02
M 22 L 09
M 8 L 07-3
M 6 L 53-1
M 6 L 53-2





























































































Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
HANNU, KErm& GKACE M 2 L09-5
HANNU, ROGER & SANDRA L. M 2 L 59.023
HANSEN, RICHARD A. M49 L 16
M49 L 17
HANSEN, EIMRS. M37 L05
HANSEN, NORRTS f, PRTRCTT.TA M40 L09
M 7 L 78-1
M 7 L 78-2
M 6 L 53-3f53-4
M 45 L 0264027
M33 L 04
M 7 L 46
M 3 L 01-1
M 13 LOl
HANSEN, BOMLD & TINA
HARDING, KENNETH & SANI»A
HARDING, PHILLIP & TAET, R
HARDY, ANN A.
HARDY, BRADLEY & DEBRA J.
HARDY, NORMAN & UNDA A.




HARPER WILLIAM & ELIZABEffl
HARPER, WILLIAM & MARYANN
HARRUJOCN, ROBERT & YVQM4 M 49
HARRIS, BERNICE & GRBG(«Y,
HARRIS, JAMES & SUZANNE
HARRIS, STEPHEN & ALISON J,
HARRISON, LINDA & BRUCE
HARVEY, ANN E.
HARVEY, HUDSON
HASBRDUCK, WILLL«iM & EDITH
HASELKORN, MARK & SUZANNE
HASKELL, ANDREW & HAZEL B.
HASKELL, FREDERICK & FDYE,
M 5 L 10
M 5 L 10-1
M 5 L lOA
M 5 L 11
M 5 L lOB
M 11 L 22
M 1 L 11-10
4 L 10.
AM 15 L 11
M 8 L 16-5
M 11 L 36-3
M 2 L 37-5
M 34 L 11
M 2 L 59.068
M28 L 10-1
M 14 L 20
M 6 L 20

















































HA^TDCS, FLGRQ«E & DANA




HAYieS, JEMJY & MICHAEL
C/0 SLA




heikkine:>j, david & siri r.
heil, michael & carol a.




M 6 L bO
M 28 L 01
M 21 L 13
M 21 L09
M2I L 14
M 2 L 59.110
M 25 L 17
M 47 L32
M 47 L 33











HE2«ESSEY, KA3HRYN & 000K,$. M 45
M 45
HE2««SSY, EUGENE & KAIHLEE|^ M 20
HE^t«GAN, DEMIIS & EVELYN M 7
HENRflCSON, STEVEN & LAURA K. M 3
HIEEALA, BRUCE & RONALDA Lj. M 8







HILDREIH, W. H. & SON
HILL, STCVQ^ & BCM«E J.
HILL, DDtfC C.
HILL, DONALD & ELIZABETO











































































































Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
HUL, DAVID & VICTORIA I.




HOARD, PATRICK Wmi) &
PATRICIA
HMDGINS, RICHARD & MARY E.
HIXGMAN, FREDERICK
HOFFMAN, PEEER & CAROL ANN
C/O BAD AIBLING ELEM
H0FEMAN,STIHffiN;J(m3HAN;
ROCHBERT-HOFFMAN.LEAH-RAOffil M 21
HOFFMAN, ROBERT & BEVERLY
HOLDEN, ELAINE & GOUVEIA, R
H0LDSW0R3H, JOBS! & DAVID
HOLLMvD, HENRY & CLIFFORD
HOLLIS, GLADYS & LESTER C.
HOLLOWAY, WILLIAM J.
HOLMES, ARNOLD R.
HOOD, lETROIT & EST.OF ANN/^
HOOD, WALTER D.
HOPGOQD, ROY & MARY
HORKW, DAVID & ELEANOR
HOTALING, DOUGLAS & MARCIA
HDULE, ERNEST & DCMXIHY
HOUSTON, DAVID J.
HOWARD, GARY & DONNA
HOWE, PETER & BROWN, ELIZA
HOWE, VALENCIA F.





M 14 L 17
M 5 L 46



















M 1 L 11-1
M 1 L 11-14
M 10 L09 VET
M37 L 02
M 10 L 15 VET
M 6 L 16 VBI
M 8 L 10-3
M 2 L 33
M 35 L 07
M 13 L 14
M27 L 11-2
M 46 L02-1
M 7 L 26-18
M41 L 08



















































ivrr, s>rm. icrrr, dojoas
k QXV, LOIS M. M 27 LOS
MWT. CRAIG A. M 7 L 38-1




HCYT, RALPH JR. & PHYLLIS M 7 L 38
HOVT, RAYMDN) & HELEN &
RAUCrC
HUDSON inUST 00.
HUDSON, DAVID & CYNIHU
rtJDSON, HESMAN & SOOTT, BAI^ M 5
HJDSON, RC«ERT & ADRIENNE
HUDSON, SHARILYNE
HUFF, DEMOS & MARGARET
HUGHGUL, ALAN N.
HUGHGnJL, GEO. & DOILY
C/O J. HUGHGILL, EXECUT
HJGHGILL, RAYMDND & ODRIA
WJGHGILL, ROBERT SR & MARY
HJLa;, JCkW M.
HUhCS, FRED R. & ANN M.
«Wr, JOHN B.
rtJWT, ROY III & GALE S.
HUKIER, DONALD & ELIZABETH
M 6 L 58
M 27 L 16
M 4 L 54-2
L 21
M 19 L 16-2
M 19 L 19


























HKTUCnUN, DONALD SR & BRi: M 33

































































































































HURLEY, MARILYN M 3 L 08-2
HUSBANDS, NANCY WEST & WESTI
C. M 49 L 23
31
Description and Value






IDAKA, YUICHL & MBORAH M 4 L 51-1
INFERRERA, PAUL L. & CLARA
EST.
DWAN, DAN T. & APRIL
J. & A. REALTY TR
C/0 STANIEY MCNIFF, TSUSm:
JACKSCN, BRADLEY & KRISTIN
JACKSCXJ, KENNEra & RICHARD
JACKSON, ROBERT & MBORAH
JACOBS, SANDRA & BASSOFF, $C M 2
JACQUES, JOSEPH E.
JAFFREY, TOWN OF
JAFFREY RINDGE COOP SCH





JEFFERIES, JAMES & KAREN
JENKINS, CHARLES E.
JENKINS, IAN & JOANNE
JENKINS, JAMES S.
JENKS, ANEKEW & JINETIE
JICK, LEiON & MILLICENT
JOHANSEN, SVEN
JOHNSON, STEVEN & GISELA
JOHNSON, BYRON ET ALS
M24 L 11






M 2 L 59.044
M 11 L 20
M 7 L 11
M 7 L 12




M 8 L 04-lB
M 10 L 21.09
M43 L 01-16
M 6 L 48
M 3 L 92-01
M 18 L 01
M 18 L 10
M 18 L 21
M 4 L43
M 5 L 10-2
































































































M 12 L 01^
JLYMSCM. UANl£L & JAOjUELUf^ M 9
M 9
JOKSGN. DCNALD & AmDDCT]^ M 45
JC1N9QN, EUZABCm B.
JGH49QN, ERIC




JGHGON, SIEVEN & GISELA
JOUGGN, WILLIAM & MARIA
JQ»SrQN, ROSAIME & BURKE,^ M 14
JOLIVET, Wi^A
JONES, JA^ES & LMIA B.
jaCS, JOHN & JANCT R.
JONES, MAKIHA









M 32 L 11
M 4 1 15-2
M 22 L 22-01
M 17 LOl-1
M 7 L 86-4
M45 L059
M45 L 111
M 7 L 32
L 22
M41 L 10
M 6 L 69-2
M39 L 29
M40 LOS
JONES, RODNEY & JEA^WETII:
jcws, viNcair & hameidre
JOWDERS OCVE ASSOC. INC.
C/0 JOSEPH PCTRELLA
JOYCE, n^ANQS A.
JOYCE, JA^ES T. JR.
KALDCM, JOm & GEKHUDE
KALLIANDCM, CALVIN & INE2 M 7
KALLIAND«N,RUSSELL,& NORbJ.SM 6
























































































































Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
KANGAS, JOW
KATYRXNIUK, MIKE SR & GENEV
KEAY, BARREL & MARGARET
KEEFE, PIM & JOANNA
KEBGAN, RICHARD & MARIOJ
KEENAN, JOSEPH & MURPHY, P4r M 13
KEENAN, KEVIN P.
KEEP, JANE & STURTEVANT, L
KEILIG, MAR3HA M.
KEILIG, ROGER B.
C/0 MARGARET M. KEILIG
KELLER, DIETER H.
KELLEY, FRNCIS & PATRICIA
KEMP, JCm & HOUrEN-KEMP,M.
KENIKEW, SUSAN & TA^Mf
KENNEDY, JOHN EST. & MARY
KENT, HAROLD P.
KENYOJ, LINDA M.
KERESEY, PATRICIA S. M 15 L07-2
M 15 L 16
M 15 L 17
KERSHERGEN, MARK & HOLLY J, M 2 L 17
KETOLA, WALTER & ELVI M28 L 11
KEKJLA, WARREN & PIRJOLIIS/ M 22 L 22-13
KETOU, WARREN M 7 L 15-9
KILOON, INC. M 10 L 47-7
M 10 L 47-08
KTIJAM, HAZKI, I. M 26 L 13
KILJ^ra, AUSTIN & ANNE M45 L030
KILMARTIN, FREDRICK & ElfAf M 15 LOl
KIMBALL, TIMDOW & PENNY M 8 L04-1C
KINNUNEN, CALVIN & SANI^A M 6 L 95
KINNUNEN, DANNY & IRENE M 8 L 20-1
M 2 L 59.024
M 2 L 59.076
M 10 L 27-11






M 7 L 26-21
M18 L 18
M 4 L 17-1
M 4 L 17
M 15 L28
M48 L 71
M 7 L 26-19








































































































KDtUCN, WABO & OMICE
KItm, OiUSTOPHER & SUSAN
iaPPQ9«SN, RIOiARD 6, NANCY
KIFKIL, WILLIAM & LORRAINE
KIRSLIS, PETCR & STEPHANIE
KLEIN, EDWIN B. JR.
KLEIN, reEDERICK & LMJRIE






KNAPP, WALTER & ANTOXNETTE
KNIGHT, CAROL J.
KNIGHT, DANA & PAUL
KNIGHT, DANA & RTEA
KNIGHT, PAUL & CINDY A.
KNIGHT, PHILLIP & JUDITH
KNIGHT, ROBERT & CARIXE A.
KNCrnS, MARGARET E.
C/0 JEFFREY CROCKER, OGNSEF
KDOI, BRUCE & DELANEY, PATF
KOCH, WILLIAM & MARION
KOHLHOR^, RONALD & REBEOC/
KOStS, KEVIN N.
KOIVULA, RONALD & BARBARA ^ M 3
KOKKO, RDBHO" & STEPHANIE
K0K06KA, TINAM.
M 31 L 17
M 3 L l>-7
M 6 L 5CHD1
M 15 L 35-1
M 15 L 36
M 3 L 39
M 14 L 29






M 39 L 31
M 39 L 36
M 35 L02
M 35 L 03
M39 L07
M39 L 25
M 13 L 21
L 63
L 10
M 7 L 03-1
M 7 L 14
M 30 L 01
M 7 L 14-1
M33 L 12
M 10 L 04-08-1
M 10 L 04-08-2
. M 7 L 97
M 7 L 46-1
M 2 L 59.104
M 7 L 59-1
M47 L 45
O L 04-7
M 3 L 58




































































































KOaa, UME & GARTWER, EUZ M 8
mnXE, THCMAS & CHERYL
C/0 KOnXE CLINIC
WDWALGHUCK, JCm & EST.OF C
BDZLOwao:, josefh & KAraiE
KozLOwaa, joseph m. jr.
mZUJ^Sa, RICHARD
KDZLOWSKI, RICHARD & CYNnqA M 45




KULCZYK, GARY & CANDACE A.
KULLA, MARTIN & FAYE E.
HMEL, CHARLES
KWASNY, JOHN & MARY A.
















LACHANCE, LEO & THERESA;
& LU
LACHIANA, JOHN & SHEILA
LACRDIX, CAROL
LADEAU, FRANK & MILIMD
LADU, BERT & CATHERINE
LAFARIER, ROGER & DCMIA M.




M 7 L 26-17
M 2 L 59.032
M47 L 10
M22 L 22-06
M 2 L 37-^
M 2 L 35-2
M 2 L 59.063
M 14 L 12
M 6 L 44














































































































LAFLEUR, LEE & PEARL J.
LARN). HQiV A. & EVA B.
LARTKIlft, DONAW.
LAFIKIINE. KEHCrm & DGMA
LAFOKTAIN, GLSi & MARYAIfl










LAFWNIERE, KAHERDE & F(^D M 3
lAFBQiilE, LHDA G. M 2
LAHAIE, PAUL & JO ANNE M 4
LAKE, RDBEKT & JEAN M. M 36
LAKE MKMDNOC SAILING ASSdC M 19
lALANCETIE, EUGENE & E. RITH M 19
LAMBERT, MICHAEL & WENDY L M 48
LAMBERT, RUIH E. M 27
LAMDNEACNE, ROBERT & MARJC*I M 15
LAMDUREUX, EDWARD & MARY e} M 33
M 37
LAMDUREAU,EDWARD,MARY & DA*! M 38
LAMPINEN, TDCrrHY & SANI»A
LANEKY, CLARA A.
LANDRY, PAUL & GLENDA J.
LANDRY, WILLIAM & KAREN
LANG, ERIKAE.
LANOUE, EZMJND & N0R1A M.
lAlfTKi, THOMAS & KATOLEEN










































































































































Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
LAPOINIE, ROBERT & MARGARET M 11 L 38-2
LAPRAffi, JUNE & KAIHY J.
LARDOQUE, DALE & BRENDA
LARSEN, KMLD & INA A.
LAIHAM, DAVID,& LAIHAM, KEb
SHANGRI-LA FARM
LAUKKA, HENRY & RUTH E.
lAVOIE, RALPH E.
UmJE, RICHARD & RDSARIA
LAWSa^, JANE ELLEN
LAWSOI, MARIE CLAIRE
LEARD, DOUGLAS & JOYCE M.
LEBARR, WILLIAM
LEBLANC, CAMTTTK & GERMAIM;
LEBLANC, DAVID & SOmXi L.
LEBLANC, DAVID & JUDIIH
LEBLANC, DOWLD & BERIHA
LECLERC, RAHCND W.
LECUYER, CHARLES & EVA M.
LECUYER, DAVID I.
IJBUC, JOSEPH & LUCIE E.
LEE, GENE & J(X)EE
I£E, RALPH
LEEDS (SOUP, INC.
LEFEBVRE, ALBER:!' & MACLEOD
LBGER, JAMES & PAULETTE
LBGER, JOSEPH
M 5 L 16-2
M 7 L 50-2
M 11 L 05-1
M 11 L 05-2
M 10 L 21-02
M 10 L 06
M 24 L 05
M24 L 06
M 2 L 59.004
M 6 L 26-2
M 17 L 07
M 14 LOS
M 6 L 91-7
M 2 L 59.021
M 11 L 35
M 8 L09-2
M 3 L 29-3
M 13 L 12
M 13 L 13
M 2 L 09-1
M 6 L 14-1
M 2 L 40
M 3 L 26
M 3 L 13-8
M 4 L 11
M 2 L 46
M 11 L 01-1
M 11 L 02-4
M 11 L 02-5
M 11 L 22-1
M 12 L 06-1
M 19 L 14
M 39 L 03






























































































LBGER, KXBa JR & SUE A. M
LBQG, aXOJti F. M 4b
LHSDIN, WARRtU E. JR. M 26
LOflUBJ, CARL & DEBRA M 10
UEHIXIGI. anti & SUZAttE M 2
LEMIELK, RIOURD & JO A^t€: M 7
LBDNARDS9GN, IJE34A K.
HEDVALL, S.,VETR1KILE, B.
LBQNE, JAUiS & GERE, SUSAN
LEPTATTEMER, ALFRED & EDN^.
LETOURICAU, LBONAP.












LEHDURNEAU, PEHER & ROBERT^ M 1
M 7







M 2 L 62
M 46 L 27
M 8 L 37
M 8 L 37-1
M 8 L 37-2
M 6 L 73
M 6 L 99-4
M31 L05





LEYS, ILMA & VAIUANajURT
LICAIA, hQCHAEL & JEAN
LIGHTLZER, DORIS; LOIS L.
LINARES, CAtMEN & MJLTER R
LDC, ERIK & CCJNGtTrA, M.

















































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
LIS"im, MVID & KTJSA M24 L 12-6 2.10 43000 54600
UTi'LE, CARL & NANCY E. M 3 L24 C.U. 26.10 50680 98550
UTi'LE, KENNEm & JOTEKN I. M 7 L 26-28 1.08 72350 80350
LIVERM3RE, NOFMAN M 7 L49 8.00 75800 67550
LQDESKY, ROGER & CHRISTINE M 7 L 19-2 VET 12.40 80500 75250
LOGAN, W. MARTIN & PAULINE CM 6 L31-3 3.80 60650 167650
LOMBARD, GERALD & JEAN M 2 L 60 11.00 94600 22900
M 2 L60-1 3.60 52300
LORDEN, FRANCIS M 5 L06 C.U. 13.00 476
M 5 L09 C.U. 106.00 3892
M 5 L40 C.U. 31.00 1127
LORD HTT,T, ROAD TRUST
C/0 EARL H. BGGERS M 3 L 22 1.38 54550 69950
LORENIZEN, "nffiODORE, TRUST M49 L24 .58 70650 31500
LORING, EDWARD EST. & FLOR M 19 L 23 2.16 237950 47900
LOVE, JAMES & MARY H. M 26 L 11 2.00 45050 86250
LOVKJOY, BAHUA M45 L Oil .33 94400 22500
LOVRIT,, WALTER F. M 18 L 13 2.10 167100 86750
LOWE, RUSSELL B. JR. M 9 L 11 C.U. 125.00 42660 89250
M 9 L 13 C.U. 790.00 28643
M 9 L 19 C.U. 30.00 890
M50 L48 C.U. 10.00 320
LOWELL, RICHARD R. M 16 L 09 1.50 46500 68500
LUND, ERIC & SUSAN G. M 11 L03-5 C.U. 18.70 1700
LUNDS'm), STEPHEN & LOIS M 3 L 29-6 22.30 156950 200950
LUPIEN, RICHARD & DCMXIHY J . M 2 L 59.003 VET 37550
LYONS, BARRY & MARILYN M 7 L 21 C.U. 20.00 27940 65500
MAACK, BENJAMIN & LAUREL A, M 7 L 67 1.75 39200 52400
MCDONALD, NEIL & PATRICIA M 2 L 41-3-1 4.98 42500 59100
MACDOUGALL, BRUCE I.
HAWTHORN, MARGARET E. M37 L 09-1 .55 91900 34150
MACINNIS, JUDITH A. M 2 L47-1 VET 2.91 71500 113300
MACKESY, JOSEPH & MARY T.
C/0 REGAL M 46 L05 .22 20950
M 46 L06 .22 20950
MCLEAN, WILLIAM & JOYCE &
C/0 MORRIS, PHYIJJS M 3 L 65 38.00 46200
NAME
HMXBQD, BASIL & PCIRCE. W ^ M 7
MADSBJ, EVE-LOW
(MiZNClDeR, FRQIERICK J,
III & KnTREIKE, PATRIQA
HNtfR, ^aaiAEL & Att4 MARIE
MAnJXTT, REJE & DORINA
MAJEWSKI, JOSEPH & JQMM;
MANGIAODTTI, DAVID & Kimf
MANSEAU, SANDRA M.
MARA, JOW P. & HOLLY S.




BERG.ROWIE & (»ERFX«D, Elll M 7
M 34
MARCEAU, PAUL K. & JUDIffl A M 13
MARCHILDON, VINCENT P. M 3
MAROHLDON, VINCENT & WHEE^ M 6




MARDJONI, PAUL & MARY C.
MARKS, ELDEN & HELEN M.
MARELLA, DAVID & LANIKA, A,
MARRINAN, ELIZABEHM & PHIL
\TRGINIA J.
MARROmE, DANIEL & GLORIA
MARSH, SHELDON & i-LORENCE
MARSH, WAYNE & CHERYL J.















































































































































































MARTIN, ARraUR & PATRICIA
MARTIN, CHARLES D.
MARTIN, FRANCIS
MARTIN, RDHET & ELEANOR














MARTORANO, ROGER & CHRISTEE M 47
MASOJ, ARTHUR T. JR.
MASai, AR3HUR & ELAINE D.
MASTERS, VICTORIA I.
MASTRCSJARDI, JCm & RUSSEL. M 48
MA3E1X, Wnj.TAM




MAURICE, JOIN & MARY
MAY, DAVID
MAY, FRANKLIN & EVELYN P.
MAY, JAMES & CYNIHIA
MAY, NORMAN & LOIS E.
MAYER, ALBERT & ELIZABETH
MAYO, OMON & LOUISE B.
MAYO, LOUISE B.
MCANIMW, ANTHONY & CLAIKE
MCCAFFREY, EUGENE & ELEANOR M 20
































































































































HCXMJjaJGH, PALIL & RITA B.
MDOKGNGS. KJN L.
HJOSOER, HLUi & MARY E.
MTCNOUGH, CAniERINE H.
MOXNXJGH, PETER & ANDREA
>CELRaY, WILLIAM & WtHA
MliDtOS, RICHARD & KATHLEHN M 33
MSUIRE, EDWARD;LINDSAY;&
RICHARD & ANDREA
MCKBCWJ, JA^ES & DEBRA E.
MXIJ*EY, WILLIAM & KAIHERIN M 6
MaCDON, CARL & PHYLLIS
hCLAIN, FAITH & RUSSELL
hCLATCHY, BRIAN & JUDITH












>CNARY, AUCE & NCVIK, JOSEP M 47
MOJEES, ARTHUR & JUNE W.
MCNEIL, RnJF. & DUQUETTE, ^| M 10
M 10
MCPHIE, PAUL & MARYLYlfJ
MCVEY, THCMAS & RITA E.
hf2£IR0S, ALAN J.
















MOSMKY, CHARLmTE & ROBBUis M 4





















































































MELLIN, GAE5L JR. & DOFOfflY
MEUm, RICHARD M.
ME1VIII£, MVID B.







MENARD, MITCHELL & RUBY
MENEEL, RALPH & DORIS
MERRIAM, GEORGE & ROSEMARY
MERRILL, PERRY & MARGARET
MERRIMACK CMJST. SYSTEMS
METCALF, ANITA 0.
MEEGER, JOm & KAMERINE
METTZGER, (pWIIN & MARILYN
MICHAUD, JEFFREY
MITCfflEWICZ, STANLEY & JEA^
MICKELSOJ, TED & WJS
MIDLIN, JOHN & KA3HLEEN M.
MIKELS(»S, JANIS & EST OF lIU M 4
MEUEWSKI, JAMES S.
MILLER, AMYL.
MILI£R, ALBERT & MARY L.




MILLIARD, GERARD & MMQUE
MILLS, JOHN & MARSHA L. M 8 L 26
M 8 L 27
MINIHAN, JOHN 6. DIANE M 5 L02
MIRAGLIA, THELMA M 47 L 49
M 4 L04
M 4 L04-1 C.U
M 4 L07
M 4 L07-1
M 4 L 11-1





M 8 L 16-3-1
M 6 L 49A-7
M 6 L 78
M22 L 17
M41 L 11 VET
M 1 L03.A VET
M45 L013
M27 L31
M22 L 01 VET
L 44










































































































HLSH, HARILYN & MELLLT, D. M 32
HISAL. GHRALD & SYLVIA M. M 27
HnOELL, ALBtKT & JULIAMC| M A7
HXES, EXWIN & ATMA A
A4
Description and Value


















M 7 L 18-2
M 27 L 09
M 6 L 75
M 2 L59
M 2 L 59.099
M 2 L 59.108
M 17 L08
M 17 L 09A
MORABITO, MICHAEL & MARGARET M 2
WHENJ, EIUARD & ELIONE L.
MDRETH, WILLIAM JR & ANN M.
MDRIARIY, JONAIHAN & LINQA
MDRIN, pna© JR & MARIE A.
MDRIN, LYNN J.
MaON, RIG & MARY I.
M3RRIS, JAhfS & KAIHLEEN
MDRRIS, RC«ERT & MARY T.
MORRIS, RUm
MDRRISCW, BRUCE & NANCY L.
MDRRISSEY, JOSEPH & PAULA
MDSCARIELLD, PASQUALE & GAET M 7
MUHGICN, CHARLES & C0REB4
































































































































NAME Description and Valu« Acres Land BIdg.
MUHaNEN, KEMEffl & EfflEL M 2 L 41-lA 3.00 50150 58600
MUHDNEN, MICHAEL & NORMA I. M 3 L 92-03 5.60 31450 67500
MJLCAHY, ROBEKl' DAVID M47 L05 3.00 149700 21650
MUUER, ROBT & LINARES, C. M 11 L 04 CU./VET 13.30 63035 113350
MULTILA^©S
C/0 MULTER, ROBT & LINARES M 10 L 03 C.U. 89.63 6580
MUNRD, PAUL & BARBARA M 2 L 59.002 VET 37700
MURDOCK, E. INC.








MURPHY, PATRICK: & FRANCES M35 L 08 .40 99750 54350
MURRAY, DONALD & GAIL M 2 L 59.106 39300
MUSE, DANIEL & JOYCE E. M 7 L 26-31 1.23 48800 70500










MYERS, GBMJE & CLARA M. M43 L 01-21 1.06 115800 93600
NEW HAMPSHIRE ACRES, INC. M25 L 10 C.U. 8.00 720








NANDHAKUMAR, AYYAVOO M 17 L21 .98 196050 75550
MFlCmL SHOW PR(M), INC. M 14 L21 .54 140500 126000
NEILY, STUART & K^ENDA M 19 L 18 .45 98500 43750
NRI.SON, JOANNE & HENRY M 46 L 21 .34 40300 62600
NEW ENCJLAND TEL & TEL CO. M28 L 04 .49 38950 117300
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO.
PROPERTY TAX DKPi'. M99 L 01
NEWMAN, DCMLD & JULIANN M 3 L 27 .75 46650 58200
NICHOLS, BARBARA W. M 19 L 28 1.02 152300 70250
NICHOLS, CHART RS S. M44 L 01 .09 15450 9600
NIEMELA, ALVAH & BARBARA J M 40 L 16 .3e 68150 37750
NIQIELA, MARK & LISA M. M 37 L09 .25 61100 39800
NIEMITALD, BRIAN W. M 6 L 49 23 .OC 32450
NIGHFINGALE, VANNA S. M 10 L 30 C.U. 45 .OC 3150
NTIF.S, GARY & KA3W A. M 13 L05 .4C 5%50 37200
NAME
NILSS&4. R. HEU£ & HLmi H.
NISKALA, GAIOr & YVGNE M
NLIRBH', HMOC & WNCi
NURBY, STCVH< A.




NORTON, BRIAN & IWWN M.
^cnTIlo^AM, eveline e.
MHT, JULIA & HDRSLEY, R.
NUrroC, DAVID T.
NfflLDM, TCMAS & MELINDA
CrUOUGHLIN, JA^fS & NANCY
OBRIEN, EUGEJE & SUZANNE M.
OBRIEN, HEKBERT J.
CeSIEN, ROBERT (, SHEILA
OOatOR, PAUL & MARY M.
OOOMCIR, RICHARD & JERILYN
GDELL, CURTIS & PATRICIA A.
OKEEPE, ROBERT (, MARGARET M.
CLDCVDC, WALTER M.
M 2 L 22
M 2 L23
M 2 L 29
M 2 L 29A
M 2 L 06
M 10 L 04-07-01
M 2 L 51-5
M 5 LOl
M A L 29
M 4 L 29-1
M 4 L 30
M 4 L 30-1
M 4 L 30-2
M 4 L 30-3
M 8 L 36
M 8 L 36-0
M 8 L 36-1
M 8 L 36-lA
M 8 L 36-2
M 8 L3^3
M 8 L 36^
M 8 L 37-3
M 8 L 37-4
M 8 L 37-5
M 34 L 07
































M 4 L45 C.U
M 4 L45-1 C.U
M 4 L 45-2 C.U
M 4 L 45-3 C.U
M 4 L49 C.U


































































































OLIN, JAMES & RHOM
OLIN, LARRY & ELM
OLIN, RICHARD & JEAN
OLSaJ, ANDREW & SANM^ J.
OLSOJ, ANNE L.
OLSOI, CARLM.
OlSOti, DAVID & ERIC
OLSO^, DAVID & LINDA S.
OLSOI, ERIC & ELAINE V.




OLSOJ, MICHAEL & ELAINE
OLSON, NATHAN J.
OLSON, NAIHAN & LORRAINE H.
OLSON, RICHARD & JEANNE L.
CMALLEY, DANIEL & KARLA
ONEIL, MICHAEL & TINA M.
ONEIL, WILLIAM & ANITA P.
ONEIL, JOHN & DOROnHEA L.
ONEILL, JOSEPH & MARY K.
ONEILL, JOSEPH & KUNZ,
47
Description and Valu«





M 8 L 20-2A
M 7 L 02-1
M 8 L 20
M 6 L 90
M 8 L 20-2B










M 6 L 50-11
M 6 L 91-2
M 6 L 91-3
M 6 L 92-lB-l
M 6 L 92-1B-2
M 6 L 92-1B-3
M 6 L 92-1B-4
M 7 L 26-15
M 6 L 81
M 6 L83
M 4 L 22-05
M 4 L 22-6
M 4 L 22-07
M 4 L 22-09
M 4 L 22-10
M 10 L 47-14
M 7 L 26-14
M 3 L 68
M 3 L 09-2
M25 L 05
M 30 L 31++38
M48 L 69
M 48 L 70




































































































OBAZIO, Xt» & KARQJ J.
OR, CHARLES t, £ST. OF EDI
OBR. twa E.
QSS&nRT, GED.SR. & FRAN
OSTQCARD. VDCINIA M.
OSTREIOER, KIM & ELLEN D.
OroOUS, AUSnN;RICHARD;IWJIE
EZUARD A.




FADE, RICHARD £> BARBARA
PAJARI, WILBUR & WAJHCDNEU
PAL\ZZOLD, PAUL & AW M.
PALBRMD, JQAM«:;RDSA,O0NNIE;
AN PALEKC, PALU. SR.
PALh€R, HARRY W.
PALDSAARI, TMTIHY & MARY
PANGBORN, MARION ELSIE
PANGBORN, RALPH & BETTY S.
FfOJXCl, DGNALD & LINDA
PAPPAS, ANARGEROS & OONSTAN
PfQJlH, HEMUETEA
PARADIS, IBM & GENEVRA
PARK & SONS, INC.
A8
D«»criplion and Valu*
M 43 L 01-03
M 3 L 57
M 2 L 37-3
M 2 L 36-2
M 19 L 29
M 4 L 32
M 1 L 01-22-1+2
M 49 L 13
M 7 L 59
M 11 L 28
M 6 L 24
M 18 L 14
M 41 L 07
M 47 L 67
M 47 L 21
M 10 L 21.21
M 6 L 50-12
M 33 L 18
M 7 L 84-1
M 7 L 84-2
M 7 L 26-26
Mil L 39
M 7 L 29
M 42 L 02
M 3 L 13-1
M 6 L 26->-03
M 6 L 26-3-04
M 6 L 26-3-05
M 6 L 26-M)6
M 6 L 26-3-07
M 6 L 26-3-08
M 6 L 26-3-09
M 6 L 26-3-10
M 6 L 26-3-11
M 6 L 26-3-12























































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
M 6 L 26-3-14 1.24 4400
PARK & SONS, INC. M 6 L 26-3-15 12.34 46250
(OONTD) M 6 L 26-3-16 28.78 16200
M 6 L 26-3-17 17.26 22200
M 8 L 11 131.00 143850
M 6 L 26-3-01 1.32 4600
M 6 L 26-3-02 .97 3850
M 6 L 26-3-18 1.21 2950
M 10 L 27-02 26.00 70450
M28 L 13 18.00 34850
M32 L 05 .25 55600 67900
M32 L05f2 .2! 55600 67900
PARKER, KENNEHH P. M 3 L 92-08 5.10 56850 69550
PARKER, LOUISE E. M 46 L03 .11 22200 18000
PARKER, RICHARD W. M 2 L 59-1 2.26 53050 84900
PARKKONEN, JUHA M28 L 17 3.00 65700 52850
PAFKKONEN, AARNE A.
C/0 JUHA PARKKONEN M 8 L 10 47.50 116200 116050
PARKKONEN, RITAS A. M 8 L09-7 2.06 52000 98000
PARKKONEN, JUHA & JANICE M 3 L04-6 15.OC 155300
M 3 L 52-3 2.2J 59150 97700
M 6 L8&-1 8.2C 103850 254850
PARKS, MARTIN A. M 15 L 26 .59 174500 76250
PARKS, REGINALD M 5 L 14-2 C.U./VET 52.9C 28672 40950
M 5 L 14-1 C.U. 12.2C 37416 14050
PARS(»«S, WILHELMINA F. M34 L 12 .47 65300 21900
PAIARI, MAR3HA & RAHNASTO, LAU I M 4 L 46 C.U. 129.4C 5365
PAJ'i'ERSOJ, MARGARET M 7 L 15-7 5.43 61050
PAWLOWICZ, STANLEY & DUCHARME M 23 L 01-11 .7! 48400 67400
PAYNE, BARBARA B. M 39 L 35 .27 100650 26900
PEABCm, BAYARD & SHIRUEY V. M 18 L 04 .33 118300 20100
PEABODY, LAWRENCE & BETiE M 7 L 64 6.0C 71450 110350
PEACOCK, GEO. Ill & PATRICIA M 7 L 26-03 1.07 20250
M 7 L 26-04 1.36 37300 90550
PEAHL, CHRISTOPHER & KATHlffl
PEAHL, CHARLES & ELAINE M. M 19 L 13 .39 119900 40200
PEAHL, CHRISTOPHER & KATHLEEN M 19 L 16-1 1.2- 54600 53550
PECK, CYNTHIA G. M20 L 14+16 2.W 164800 66700
mX, GEORGE A. M 2 L41A 40 .0( 67950
M 2 L42-2 7.a 119000
M 2 L 57-1 1.57 11650
M 2 L 57-2 1.6C 59000 135400
M 4 L 34 13.4C 62000
50
NAME 0«>cription and Volu* Acres land BIdg.
PE^ . M 8 L 13 39.24 85550
ncR. SHO^Bt M 1 L 13 22.00 100900
FOXSIM', AKIHKy L. M 2 L 63-1 9.64 80650 74800
FELKEY. fiVJE M 2b L 08 .40 26250 54500
raXEi, RAMMLL & AftlA M. M 27 L 26-3 1.55 62900 4%50
PELKEY, TANYA M. M 2 L 54 6.00 87050 71750
M 2 L 55 2.50 56500
M 2 L 58 .60 9950
M 2 L 58-1 .40 14500
pnjrmxs building supply oo M 6 L 49A-6 3.00 62900
PELTO, KEltem & ETliTN A. M 3 L04-1 6.20 59450 64600
PQI«J,, DAVID & JERILYN M 3 L 04-4-1 3.49 51500 107750
PtKKY, DONALD I.
C/0 MTliTRED PAINE M 18 L 02 1.07 43750
M 18 L07 .60 158750 49550
PkXKY, ETOAN & MICHFIF, D. M 22 L 22-02 1.90 50750 72550
PEXRY, reANClS M 12 L03-4 9.80 38700
PERKY, LE2WA W. TRUST M 41 L 16-1 .14 17800
PEXRY, RICHARD & RRRFXXA A. M 6 L 23 21.00 94550 59650
M 37 L 03 .60 42600
PERSBCHINI, ORESTC & LOIS A. M 7 L 60 4.00 54600 63700
Pt'lERMAN REALTY TRUST, INC.
C/0 JA^es E. corwoLLY M 10 L 47-12 2.30 41200
PEIERSE24, TMHHY & CYNIHIA M 7 L 26-09 1.06 44300 98350
Pt'llKSON, WILLIAM & CORA LEE M 6 L 88-2 5.00 78300 123850
PEIKRASHEWICZZ, RICHARD & THER M 34 L 37 .20 9550
PEISFIJA, JOSEPH & VIRGINIA M43 L 01-02 VET .95 36750 65800
PHTIJilN, MARY M 7 L 35 1.50 39950 85900
PHILLIPS, CHARLES E. M 22 L 20-1 1.57 296800 40350
M 22 L 21 2.40 162050 66250
PICARD, FRANCIS (, GRACE M. M 25 L 06 WE^ 5.35 46050 36350
PIOCKJKD, RICHARD E. M 48 L 81 .45 68800 24800
PIEHIX, JOStPH & ELASE T. M 38 L02 .62 34350 50350
PIERCE, THEieORE M 21 L 16 .43 63000 29050








PIKE, WAYNE & SMM: E.
PINAULT, PAUL L.
PINE EMN ASSOCIATIC»}
C/0 H.C. WHTINEY, SEC.
PINEAULT, PETER & SUSAN




PLISKA, CHESTER & HELEN C.
POKCMN, ALAN & SALLY K.
POMPCmO, FREKKICK & HELEN
VOCRy ERIC & MARSHA
POPP, DOUGLAS & JULIANNE
POPPLE, WM, & ORA ESTATE
C/0 ELIZABEffl CARCXJ
PORRETTA, ANnOJY
PCTIER, MAX & ELEANOR F.
POWLEY, ROBERT & DORIS M.
PRATT, ANNE M.
PRATT, ROBERT & ELAINE M.
PREST»J, WILLMM& SHIRLEY
PREVOST, FRANK & JEANNE














M 10 L 21
M 2 L 59-027
M 14 L 30
M 7 L 26-02
M 11 L06-1
M 17 L 04
M 17 L 19
M33 L 05
M 6 L29
M 1 L 20
M 7 L 26-39
M38 L 01
M 4 L02-3
M 2 L 59.037
M31 L 12
M 7 L 18-1
M 2 L 52-3
M45 L093
M 46 L43
M 1 L 11-2
M 10 L 47-03
M 7 L 19-5
M 43 L 01-15
M 10 L 47-11
M 10 L 47-13


































































































NAME DwKription and Valu* Acrat Land BIdg.
nOOBL, RIOMRDi AMMMUE M48 L 75 .78 105400 36100
PSTK, JMe> & JAMH- P. M 31 L 11 1.02 40550 55700
FULIC SONKX. 00. OF NM M 3 L40-2 4.00 2050
M99 L02 2331900
njGH. JtiXlE & CK Y. M 6 L 50-05 1.68 49600 108500
IUXUJ3. JOm & JAhE B. M 39 L 09-1 .21 32050
M 39 L09-2 1.50 46050
PUSTDLA, (RWGE & MARIE M 2 L 52^ 2.00 56150 70150
WnitH, TfURi & LORtrriA G. M 10 L 47-01 2.01 60950 64950
FCEK, DALE & SMiKA L. M27 L 37 .58 34500 49000
M27 L 38 .50 19100
PYHAIA, AimilR & EDITH M 28 L 13-1 .80 45600 68050
M 28 L 13-2 1.30 22600
PfflALA, J>tfTlB& KAREN M 6 L93 2.50 54700 74050
qUDCY, DAVID & JUDYIfT, M 5 L 19-1 VET .24 21550 59250
qUD«f, PERCY L. M 5 L 25 VET .86 28550 34350
qUIItJ, FItANCIS & MARY K. M 5 L 10-4 2.12 45950 104950
RAaccrr, raymgnd & \iifiia s. M27 L 25 1.12 58300 111450
RAI^^ZAR^ PA^eL^ A. M 7 L09 5.00 88650 120050
R/MaORGBl, IQ^ & KAREN M 8 L09-3 3.39 59350 74450
WMSEY, RICHARD M 2 L 59.029 VET 41600
RAKlflffl, RICHARD F. M47 L 61 VET .30 51500 53700
RAMON-CARL, JESSIE C. M 31 L 02 .68 46550 60400
RASKU, WALUR; ESTHER;JOm.SR. M36 L 01 2.25 173250 24150
RAIHBlMi, JQW K. M 9 L04 1.50 3700
RAYMOND,ALAN ;JEAN ; nflTRANCP
fiDTTYfTR, JUDITH M25 L 04 .75 35900 71650
HXatJtD, LARRY & DGMiA M 2 L 68 1.25 52600 48300
RAYKM), MARK & nFRTKAH M 6 L 50-09 C.U. 42.40 56702 91450
BAYHDM), RAOffL M 2 L 59.102 VET 43100
WCTK), RAYHH) & BBOHA M. M45 L003 .35 40050
BHUCH, CARL & SOTH, CAROL M 2 L 59.030 27650
tan, EOios & pAxn a. M43 L 01-27 VET .94 41300 638U)




REIMER, ALISOJ & CAMDEN, GAR
RELNHART, I£AH A.
REIKI, BARRY
REINI, HOJCE & ANITA R.
REINI, EDWIN & VIENNA E.
RETTIG, RICHARD & VANDALL, LEE
BHULAND, FLORENCE M.
RIGARD, ANTMJIO JR. & LINDA
RICCIARDI, PEHER 5e SUSAN C.
RICE, BARBARA P.
RICE, BARBARA & K^LEY,H»I
TRUSTEE, U/W JOHN B. RICE
53
Description and Value
RICE, CARL & BEVERLY H.
RICE, CHARLES JR. & RUBY E.
RICE, MARK & REBECCA J.
RICE, RUTH P.
RICE, STE'/EN & CAROLYN A.
RICHARD, ERIC & SUSAN P.
RICHARDS, DAlj; A. & MARIE E.
RICHARDS, EDWIN & JACKIE M. &
M 25 L 02
M50 L03
M 3 L04-2
M 7 L 28-1











M 3 L 55
M 4 L 25
M 7 L 55












M 34 L 47
M 8 L 10^
M 6 L 02
M 6 L03
M45 L 112
M 4 L 18
M 4 L 33
M 10 L 21.07
M 16 L 03-1














































































































RIOCEST. PAUL & AMs' M.
RIES, KQ9GUL G. JK.
TDWOF RDBGE
RIORDAN, JOHN L.
RIPUEY, DAVID & CAROL W.
ROACH, BRADLEY & JANET C.
SOBBiaS, raSDERIC EST. & BARB
HOTBINS, SHE3aQ<\N & CHARLENE
RDBBINS ROAD NOMINEE TRUST
(70 JOW & PATRICL\ DESMOND




M Jb L 07
M 2 L 59.069
M 4 L lb-1
M 1 L 03.
C
M 2 L 15
M 2 L 25
M 2 L 64
M 3 L 05
M 3 L 05-1
M 3 L 50
M 4 L 36
M 4 L 37
M 5 L 18
M 6 LOS
M 6 L 84
M 7 L 10
M 9 L07-2
M 10 L 46
M 10 L 47-17
M 10 L 47-19
M 11 L 14
M 14 L 58
M 27 L 14
M 27 L 15
M 27 L 17
M 28 L 06
M 28 L 07-1
M 28 L 09
M28 L 18
M 28 L 19




M 47 L 43
M 47 L 60
M 47 L 63
M 47 L 72
M 39 L 38
M 10 L 27
M 7 L 26-50
M 8 L 18
M 7 L 47-1
M 7 L 47-LA
M 7 L 47-lB
M 7 L 47-lC
M 2 L 10
M 6 L 50-04



























































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
RDBEKTSON, GEORGE & ROSEMARY M21 L 18 2.00 169800 71300
M21 L 18-1 1.80 119600 60550
ROBINSON, BENJAMIN & UNDA M 7 L 26^7 2.80 57400 99350
ROCHE, JANET & BISBP, DAVID M40 L 14 .13 54600 ???50
ROCHELEAU, AR3HJR & PAUIA M 2 L 59.067 28900
ROGERS, BROOKS & MARIAN M25 L 18 1.68 48350 59100
ROHDE, BRIAN & KA3HY L. M 8 L 17 VET 3.00 58600 93450
ROTT.TNS, JANE M. M38 L03 .39 33850 40050
ROMAN, ELIZABL'iH A. M 2 L 10-2 VET 2.00 48500 44500
ROSBQUIST, EDWARD & JANE E. M 10 L 27-08 VET 3.60 42600 63300
ROSS, JKt'FREY & EITZABEHH A. M46 L 17 .40 35150 50100
ROSSIGNOL, DARRYL & KIM M43 L 17 .22 9850
M43 L 18 .45 15100
M43 L 19 .45 40300 35250
RDWE, LYNN & JOHNSON, CHERYL M47 L 42 .23 41250 26900
ROME, MARJCaOE M 2 L 59.036 35450
ROWRTJ,, DAVID & KRCtWES, BET M 6 L49-5 2.00 50500 55850
ROWLAND, WTT.T.TAM & SHEILA M 9 L 07-4 . C.U. 22.00 27928 87350
M 9 L 07-4A C.U. 1.00 80
ROY, GHBRRT & JOANNE M24 L 12-5 2.40 45250 83050
ROY, HOMER & JANET E. M46 L41 .63 38800 59200
RUC3G, raGMAS & DONNA M. M44 L06 .37 69850 16050
RITEAN, SOOTT & B. JANE M 8 L 13-3 C.U. 22.30 1784
RYAN, EDWARD & ANNE MARIE M 2 L 24-1 .25 200
RYAN, JAMES & CAROL A. M 2 L 10-4 5.0C 56400 95400
RYAN, MARGARET & GARY, ELAINE M 8 L 09-1 2.27 53550 99000
RYAN, THWAS & ANNE MARIE M 2 L 24-2 33.00 28950
SABATELLI, MICHELE M.
C/O ANGELA SABATELLI M 18 L05 .31 121950 47200
SALAME, EDWARD M 13 L 16 7.5C 96000 10650
M 13 L 25 VET 2.50 177600 148400
SALAS, JOSE;MARIE E;& PO
DANNY LEE & HEIDI MARIE M 12 L 10 48.5C 46800
SALVA3D, MARY M47 L 34 .17 31750 24400
SALVUCCI, LOREEA JR & SANDRA M 7 L 39 14.0C 51850 85300
NAME
SMfaiJ. EUZAKTH U.
SM«UN. VICTOR & JOY A.
SMCBMX. AMY BAK£X
SAMBMX. FKQ]ERICK L.







SAND6, I^VID & SUSAN L.







SABKELA, DAVID & BARBARA
SAldER, RICHARD & DOROTHY
SAUVOLA, HEltCm & PHYLLIS A.
SAUVOLA, LAWRQCE & GLADYS J.
Sfuiaa, JOSEPH & virgini
SAWN, JEFFTOY & POSE
SWYER, KEVIN & DEBORAH L.
SAWYQt, KEVIN & ANXSSCI], SIECX
SWiESi, PEBBY
SAWES, ROEEST JR. & NANCY T.
SAWYQL, SHIRLEY PAYNE
SAWYER, VaXR & DtlHSE L.





M 20 L 13f 17
M 20 L 18
M 20 L 19
M 3 L 67
M 3 L 73
M 3 L 74
M 11 L07




M 5 L 04-1





M 14 L 18
M 6 L 32
M 6 L49A-3
M 6 L 50-10
M 15 L 14
M 7 L 88
M 6 L 71-2
M 6 L 71-3




M 11 L 10
M43 Loi-oe
M 17 L02-2































































SHfflGNA, PAUL & SHEHA A.
SCARRELL, SUSAN ET ALS
SCHAEFER, RAYMM) & DIANNE
SCHAEJBE, RDffiKT & DIANE C.




SCHMALTZ, HENRY & EUNICE D.
SCHMITT, GEORGE
SCHNEIDER, HARRY & ALICE
SCHNEIMR, RICHARD & DOLORES
SOCFIELD, TOMIE & TAMARA J.
SCHCW, HOWARD B.
SCHOW, HOWARD & NAN W.
SOiROEDER, CHARLES C.
SCHULTZ, ROBERT & PHYLLIS S.
SCHWER, CHARLES E. & BEVERLY
SCIBEX, EDWARD & EVELYN J.





M 15 L 23
M15 L24
M 15 L31
M 15 L 32
M 10 L 21.16
M46 L 10













M 1 L 03 .H
M 3 L 92-02
M27 L 10
M 4 L 51-5
M 19 L 26
M 10 L 04
M 10 L 04-06












M 40 L 17
M 14 L 54





































































































StABALUi. STCVQi & JEA^M^RU:
SEMWe. LAURIE K.
SaiARS. BUELL 0. & tlliXN K.
SEPPA, XkH 0. & CAiSCLLA
SEFPAIA S. Ait)
SEPPALA .ARNCXJ) ,AHD ,DANIEL
OLSON ,MICHAEL ,KDWfCN ,DA
SEPPAIA, AARON & DIANE V.
SEPPAL\, ARNOLD & EILEEW P.
SEPPALA, ARmUR & SYLVA M.
SEPPAIA, BE2UAMIN & KATOIE
SEPPAIA, CALVIN & BRENDA
SEPPAIA, DANIEL;LUEBERMAN, TO
KIVEIA, WILLIAM
SEPPALA, DANIEL & JUDITO
SEPPALA, DANIEL A.
SEPPALA, DAVID & ANNA-LEENA
SEPPAIA, DAVTD & ARLEIC
SEPPALA, JA^f5 & MARGARET
SEPPALA, JOEL & SHEELAH M.
SEPPALA, MARK & KATOLEEN A.
SEPPALA,MARTIN; DANIEL; SAMJEL
HAKALA, ROBERT
SEPPAIA, MARTLN & ESTATE OF
SEPPALA, MATIHEW & hfLINDA
SIPPALA, MICHAEL & KAIHLEEN
SEPPALA, mnva
SEPPALA, NAT^iAN & JOAN
SEPPALA, PAUL & SHARON L.
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DcKription and Volu*
M 23 L 01-26
M 47 L 22
M47 L 30
M 3 L 07
M 7 L 2A
M 6 L 14
M 6 L 49C
M 6 L 50-07
M 6 L 51
M 7 L 93-1
M A L 03f38
M 11 L 06
M 2 L 35
M 11 L09
M 8 L 07-1-1
M 8 L 07-1-2
M 7 L 89-1
M 7 L 89-2
M 6 L 49-A
M 4 L 48
M 6 L 52-1
M 22 L 22-12
M 25 L 08-1
M 7 L 25
M 29 L 02
M 4 L 31-2B
M 7 L 85
M 6 L 52
M 6 L 52-2
M 3 L 48
M 7 L 88-1
M 1 L 18
M 7 L 86-2



































































SEPPAIA, RA24M) & MARIA
SEPPAIA, RAXMCM) & MARIA
SEPPAIA, ROBERT & JOY C.
SEPPAIA, SAMUEL & RUTH E.
SEPPAIA, WALLACE & ELNA
SESIA, MAURICE & TINA
SESIA, PHILIP
SESIA, HKLUS I.
SETME, DAVID & DOROTHY
SETZOO, BERNIGE J.
SEYMOUR, CLARA & FRANCIS E.
aiANNOJ, H. CUOTCN & MARTHA
SHANNON, WILLIAM M.
aiAW, CHARLES EST. & LAINA
9IAW, MCMGCMERY & STEE^NIE
SHEA, MICHAEL & MARILYNN A.
SHEKERCHI, JACOB D.
SHEKERCHI, WtiA
SHEKERCHI, JACOB & SUSAN
SHELD»I, SHAR»IL.
SHELDON, ELHERT & ABBIE J.
SHELL, RICHARD & TERESA M.
SHELTCN, PAUL S.
SHEPHERD, JANETT F.
SHERWIN, JANET & RUTHERFORD
SHERWIN, JOHN & SHERWIN, JAN
SHERWIN, PETER



























M 3 L 13
M 3 L 15
M 19 L 01
M 19 L 03
M 19 L 02
M 18 L 09
VET
M 14 L06
M 14 L 57
M 10 L 20
M 7 L 56
M 14 L 46
M 16 L04
M 16 L07 VET
M 13 L 22 VET
M35 L 11-1
M32 L07
M 8 L 35-1-1
M 8 L 35-1-2
M 3 L 04-4-2
M 1 L 16
M 7 L 26-20
M 10 L 21.06





























































SHORTSLOVE:), JAhCS & ELEANGR
SHIMILLA, STANLEY & JUDl
SIBGEL, BOWIE R.
SlIPOU, THEXXORE W. EST.
SHIR, scan
SELVESraO, RICHARD R.
SINCLAIR, IAN R. & ELLEN M.
SDCER, BVING & JOSEPHINE F.
SDGER, JOEL & LINDA
SXRVINT, RICHARD & GC«DE2CTEB
SISTERS OF THE PRESENTATION
SKOG, WILLIAM & MARY
SLIVIAK, SANDRA L.
SIDANE, EDITH B.
SMITH, CHARIZS & PHYLLIS
SMITH, CHARLES & PATllICIA
SMITH, DAVID & GAIL R.
aCTH, DONALD & MARY G.
SfflH, ESTHER
airra, jams & iris c.
SMITH, JOSEPHINE M.
SMITH, LEE N.
31ITH, MARGARET (. AUOOIN, EL
SMITH, MARJOklE
SMITH, MARK D. (. JEAN C.






















































































































































NAME Description and Value Acres Land BIdg.
SMnH, MARYL. M26 L 12 .60 33400 70200
SMETH, RICHARD & ANNhTiE J. M 9 L07-1 5.15 61300 51750
M 9 L07-3 C.U. 15.80 1264
M32 LOB 5.00 49150 113400
SMTTH, RDBEKl' & PAULA
SANS SOJCI M 2 L 41-3-4 VET 3.91 45250 86100
SMITH, ROY C. M46 L07 .08 18050 23500
SNOW, CHARLES;ANroiNt:iTE &
VICTORIA M28 L02 4.40 81850 95250
SNOW, GEKTRUDEM. M 3 L 22 5.50 57450 49400
SOCiKiY FOR THE PROTECnOJ OF N M 6 L34-3 C.U. 121.20 6060
M 11 L 21 C.U. 74.00 2960
M 11 L 25 C.U. 14.00 1120
M 11 L 26 C.U. 39.00 3120
M 12 LOS C.U. 160.00 1600
MSA L 34 .60 11550
SOLOflTA, LOUISE N. MAO L 21 1.25 124950 24350
SOIERD, MARK M 3 L25B 5.20 36650
SOMERO, WHJuIAM & JULIA E. M 3 L 25-3 VET 6.80 63850 67600
M 3 L25A 5.10 37700
SPAFPORD, EARIE & JANET L. M 7 L 26-23 1.05 49100 77900
SPANGLER, KERWIN & JANE F. M39 L33 .34 113000 54200
SPAULDING, WILLIAM R. M 3 L 13-9 2.75 61450 128650
SPECKMAN, DOIALD & MABEL M 2 L 51-4 C.U./VET 110.50 86213 81400
SPEROS, SANDRA HALL M21 L 08 .30 124750 59100
SQUIRE, CHRISTOPHER & PATRICIA M 17 L 13 .42 131400 44900
STACY, WILLIAM III & MARY J. M22 L 22-03 .80 51400 72600
STARRETT, CANDICE M 7 L 04-2 2.06 24300
M 7 L04-3 3.14 36400
M 7 L 04-4 2.97 32650
M 7 L04-5 C.U. 89.00 35950
M 13 L 28 .43 125600 94800
M 37 L 11 .92 61150 96150
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE M 9 L05 4.00 82300 95550
M 11 L 13 .09 3450
M 11 L 27 179.00 338850
M 11 L 33 1146.00 854450 21050
M35 L 13 .01 7000
M 37 L 01 .16 16250
STATHER, DONALD G. M 40 L07 .23 61200 20950
STAUFt-ENEKER, VERNON & KATOE M 8 L 16-3 7.50 80950 116650
STEARNS, RICHARD ESTATE M 6 L 34-2 VET 2.00 55400
NAME
^[HELE. TDCTIHY W.
SllUft., CLE^ & DOKiiZM M.
?IEDeS«C. ELEANOR
SIEI1MAM4, JOSEPH & RITA J.
SISERSEM, LYLE & SUSAN C.
STBERSOi, PHILIP & J. HEIDI
SIEVENS, EZUARD & MARJORIE B.
STEWART, FKAMC & PATRICIA L.
STQiART, KEI*Em & LQDA
STIWART, LEONARD H. Ill
SiaiART, LEONARD III & MARCI
SUHART, PAUL & DOROIW A.
ST. GEXDRCE, RAiMDND & JEANETIE
SnCXEL, PHYLLIS H. EST.
C/0 BEOOf HAYOOOD
STINSOJ, MARION L.
STDCKWELL, M. BRYANT & EVA D.
SVatE, MARK & DIANE
STOtE, RONALD M.
Srat, WARREN & PATRICIA A.
ST. PIERRE, BLANCHE E.
ST. PIERRE, ERNEST & MARJCRIE
STRAIGHT, CLARK & VERONICA
STOATPDN, DAVID & CHRISTINE





STWHMitL, Attft: T & GBURGE
62
Description and Valu*
M 7 L 26-27
M b L 39
M 45 L002




M 7 L 72
M 7 L 75
M 7 L 77
M 3 L 53-1
M 7 L 30
M 7 L 31
M 10 L 27-09
M 19 L 32






M 3 L 92-09
M 36 L04
M 6 L 91-1
M 17 L09
M 2 L 66
M 45 L097
M 47 L 29
M 3 L 29
M 23 L 01-19
M 2 L 59.065

































































































STRZEMPKD, WILLIAM & MfflERI
SULLIVAN, MVID & KAmiEEN
SULLIVAN, FRANCIS JR & ANN W.
SULLIVAN, LAURA C.
SUMNER, HOWARD JR. & PAULA A.
SUMNER, BRIAN & PAMELA J.
SUNDSTRCM, ROBERT F. JR
SUNRISE LANDSCAPING, INC.
SUSCA, PAUL & LOPAIA, PBGCT
SWEENEY, DIANE E.
SWEENEY, KErm & PAMELA M.
SWEENEY, NORMAN
SWENSON, WALTER & NAIHALIE L.
SWINGLE, LOKRAJIE & PAUL J.
SWITIER, JAMES F.
SWITTER, SmiA & DONALD J.
SYLVESTER, ALBERT & EII£EN M.
SZEWCZYK, FRANK & LYDIA
SZYMCIK, FELK & GERTRUffi




M 6 L 49-2
M 23 L 01-04
M 23 L 01-05
M 18 L 16
M 7 L87
M 7 L 19-1
M 8 L09-6
M 12 L 03
M 7 L 16-1
M 5 L 10-3
M 7 L 34
M 1 L08-1
M 2 L 59.001
M 10 L 19
M 6 L 64D
M 2 L 24
M 10 L 26
M 7 L 26-12
M 2 L 59.012
M 2 L 59.095
M 10 L 04-02
M 7 L 22
M 7 L 23
C.U.
C.U.
TAYLDR, BERYL C. & ROBERT J. M37 L 22-1
TAYLOR, JEFFREY C. M 6 L 49A-1
TAYLOR, MICHAEL & KAREN A. M40 LOl
TAYDOR, OLIVER & JACQUELINE M37 L 21
TAYLMl, RDBfcKi' & E. HOPE M47 LOl
TAYLOR, STANLEY R. M33 L 20 VET
TEIXEIRA, MANUEL & KAmiEFN M 8 L 16-4 VET
TEXXEIRA, PAUL & DEBRA A. M 7 L 26-45





















































































KAME OvKription and Value Acres Lend BIdg.
llsNEY. WKH & ALNl C. M 2 L07 42.00 142150 90500
ntCY, PATRICIA C. M 1 L03-2 5.80 59450 82550
TEMCTi'. ^TIANCIS & KAIHli-HJ M48 L 72 .34 57000 26650
TBUn, ALBERT & EBBA I. M 6 L 54 99.00 187700
I^lIVEALLT, [AVID & AUDREY B. M 2 L 14-1 42.08 120150 11500
THKRIALILT, PAUL & GAIL A. M 30 L 17 .37 39550 48000
Mli\S. A>fn,TA M 1 L03-G 19950
MMAS, KEMCm & CASSIE M. M 2 L 34-1 5.00 64800 62800
THCMAS, LED & CECILE B. M 33 L 08 VET .90 32350 70950
THOMAS, MAKIHA W. M 27 LOS .80 46900 84950
THrK\S, MRS. LED M 1 L 03-1 27000
-QOfSON, QMZ & DORIS G. M 6 L 94 C.U./VET 15.10 37850 140200
THRASHER, LESLIE G. M 27 L 04 C.U. 22.50 51740 63450
THRASHER, OSCAR & ESTATE OF M 25 L 13 .67 37050 48400
TTRRFITS, DCNALD & LORRAINE M 15 LOS .05 10350
nTyy-:i"is, reEDERioc & violet M 18 L 11 .65 159050 54800
TTBBETTS, HUUhKl' & OJWULD M 10 L 07 42.00 149750
THWR, MARC P. M 45 L 080-1
M45 L 081-1 .06 26450
M 45 L 098-1 .06 20800
TTFtyR, MARC & WINSOR, PAUL M 11 L 29 1.00 1750
TliMCY, GERALD JR & JOYCE M 39 L 10 .27 85750 35850
TIKKANEW, PAUL & JEANNE M 15 L06 .43 26050
TDCDAHL, PHYRNE M 2 L 59.093 VET 39900
UTUS, DORIS E. M48 L 85 .50 70000 23750
laU, ALFWD B.
C/O HJtiMHXX CHRISTIAN N M 6 L 42 18.00 136300
M 6 L43 4.50 101300 49750
M 6 L 57 25.50 77750
TGMATnjJ, MICHAEL & LDIS M 7 L 26-22 1.07 44750 82850
TWASZUCH, ANIHONY & RDSEA^t^ M 34 L05 .37 45650
TtOCY, DAVID & BUfWI M 22 L 18 1.26 141550 90900
TlXfCY, MARK M 12 L 03-2 8.60 70350 24450
lUKKI, ALLAN & B. CHAPMAN M 7 L 26-35 1.22 48350 88600
NAME
TOURIGNY, BARRY & ANN MARIE
TOWER, DAVID M.
KM£, L^^WRENCE
TCWLE, HULIP & VIRGINIA R.
TOZIER, DAVID & KAREN P.
TRAraR, DCMIA J.
"IKEMBLAY, PETER & TINA
TREPTOW, ROBERT & LOIS N.
TRESSY, MARY ELLEN
TRINITATIAN OCWGRBGATiaJAL CH
TRUMPOLT, STEEPEN & PAULA
TUGCELLI, ANIHMJY & BONNIE M.
HKXER, NORMAN III & KAREN
TUTTLE, DONAID & DOLLY A.
TYLER, JCm & DEBORAH M.
TY9CEWICZ, JOSEPH & HELEN T.
U. S. VETERANS AEMINISTRAnOJ




UPSALL, RICHARD & VALCKIE
URSUL, dORGE & RUTH B.
VAGALEBRE, GEORGE & MARILYN
VAHAKANGAS, ANNA & ALTONEN
VAHAKANGAS, HANNU K & KIMBERL
VALAEE, ALBERT JR, & VALADE,




M 16 L 06-5
M 19 L 38
M 19 L 11
M 2 L 59.073
M2 L 50
M 2 L 36-3
M 2 L 59.009
M 45 L .009
M 4 L 02
M 10 L 21.14
M 4 L 01
M 7 L 26-54
M 8 L 22
M 15 L 27
M34 LOl
M 2 L 17-2
M 3 L 24-2
M 3 L 24-3
M 16 L 06
M 27 L 11-1
M 37 L 16
M 5 L 14-4
M 50 L 51
M 4 L 31-1
M 30 L 23f24+25
M 30 L 26
M 30 L 27
M 30 L 2&f29
M 31 L 10
M 29 L 07-2
M 12 L 01-3
M 41 L 01
M 41 L 16





































































































VANnXE. XHi & BARBARA
\'fHmi., MILDRED




M 7 L 89A
M 41 L 13
M 2 L 41-3-3
M 3 L 45
C.U.
M 3 L 38
M 3 L 38A
M 3 L 41-^42
M 3 L 37
M 3 L40
M 3 L40-1
M 3 L 43
M 3 L4A
M 10 L 2»f28-l
M 27 L 06










M 50 L 14








M 50 L 23
M 50 L 24
M 50 L 25
M 50 L 26
M 50 L 27
M 50 L 28
M 50 L 29
M 50 L 30
M 50 L 31
M50 L 32
M 50 L 33
M 50 L 34
M 50 L 35
M50 L 36
M 50 L 38
M 50 L 39
M 50 L40
M 50 L41
M 50 L 42
M 50 L 4A
M 50 L45
M 50 L 46
M 50 L47





































































































































VAIOMEP, JOEL & HERSHEY, J.
VANWAOHER, ERIC & MICHELE
VEATOUR, J. ECMa© JR.
VENNING, ROBERT & KAY
VERRECCHIA, A. STEPHEN & Ja^AN^
VLAHDS, PAUL G. & SHARRfflJ M.
VORCE, ALFRED C. JR.
VOSFEU), JOHN & aiARA, PATOICL^ M 25
WAHLSTRCM, LESTER
WAKEFIELD, CARROLL & MARY S.
WALEN, H. BENSOI & LOIS E.
WALKER, MARY H. & WEEKS, SUSAN
WALLACE, MARC & CASSANIKA




WALSH, JOHN D. & SUSAN M.
WALSH, JOHN JR. & ELAINE M.
WALSH, LAWRENCE H. & ESTATE OF
WALSH, SUSAN;STILLiMX, ELI
SPARA, JAMES J;& SPARA.JOHN
WALSH, TTMOnHY & DIANE E.
WALZ, DUDLEY & JUNNE S.
WALZ, HANS & VINETTE
WARNAS, ALBERTA.
WARNER, MARK L. & LESTER R.

















M 6 L 17
M40 L 06
M 1 L 11-4
M 10 L 47-10
M49 L09
M 19 L 24+27
M 2 L 19
M 2 L 37
M 6 L 37
M 22 L 20-2
M48 L 84
M 13 L08
M 13 L 10
M 13 L 10-1
M 7 L 26-25






























































































MOTS. lAVJD & KARQJ A.
«BaEX, CWIHIA A.
\EBEI., WENXLL & LA DGMIA
UEBSISl, D0U[1>\S & JOYCE A^«
VeCHSLEX, ^lEVE & TTOESA M.
^ejINER, JCHN L. & MDUAM
(£IN, DALTON & liDRRAINE C.
kEDCEBG, ROBEST & AMY S.
WIR, JOW F. & MARY P.
VCm, SYLVIA
WELCH, MARY D. ESVJE
C/0 BERNARD J. WELSH
WELLS, PETER & BARBARA
WSSELL, SOOTT & OERI M.
V€SSELS, TDCnHY R.
Vesr, MARLIN & CHRISTINE M.
WST, ALLYN E. & EUNICE J.
WECT, J0NA3HAN & Ek^RLE2<E E.
VEST, MARK A. & ELMtC
VCSr RDCGE BASKETS, INC.




M 2 L 59.026
M 20 L 01-K)1-1
M 23 L 01-23
M 10 L 04-01
M 48 L 89
M 7 L 65
M 8 L08-1
M 5 L 36
M 36 L 03




M 3 L 20 C.U
M 3 L 21 C.U
M 3 L 23 C.U
M 3 L 24-4
M 7 L 86-6
M46 L 29
M45 L017
M 20 L 21
M 1 L 11-3 VET
M 1 L 11-9
M 31 L 01
M 23 L 01-30






VEnHKE, ROY & MARJORIE M. M 2 L 26f27+28
VtmFR, BARBARA M 1 L03.F
vMTani, JCm& NANCY T. M43 L 01-19
WHICXEK, PAUL R. M 5 L 04.B WT
WICKER, RICHARD U. M 5 L 04-A
wicxni. RIOiARD & SARAH H. M 5 L04 C.U.




















































































WHTTOOMB, DWIGHT & TANIS
WHTIE, GERALD & LYDIA S.
WHITE, HERBERT & MARY A.
WHTIE, JOIN L. & JUDITH A.
WHITE, I^SBGRINE
WHTIE, PEREGRINE & JEAN T.




WHITE, RUSSELL III & ELEANOR G.
WHUEHEAD, RICHARD & MARY P.
WHITING, MASON & FLORENCE H.
WHTINEY, CARL & ESTATE OF MARIC
WHITNEY, CARLTXa^ E.
WHTINEY, DANIEL & ROBIN
WHTIMY, LEAN & KARLA M.
WHITNEY, ELAINE R.
WHITNEY, HERBERT & MARION &
HESS, DONALD & JOAN
WHITNEY, HERBERT & VIRGINIA
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M 4 L 26
M 4 L28
M 24 L 03
M 4 L35
M 6 L 13
M 6 L 15
M33 L 24




WHITTLE, WALTER & HF2Jli
WIDE WATER TRUST
M 5 L 29
M 5 L 34+39
M35 L 14
M 11 L 08
M 7 L05
M 10 L 36
M 7 L43
M31 L 13
M 6 L 55-1
M 14 L 23




M 8 L 12
M 8 L 14
M 31 L 07



























































































C/0 AUBRLT JONES, TSLCTBE
WIINIXXA, RICHARD & RHCTOA S.
wiLCzwsa, JOSEPH & vati
UILKDGQK, HIEIERICX C. SR.
WILLIA^6, ALFI^ES P. JR & JEAN4
WILSGN, [MVID & NAreiTE R.
WILSON, DONALD V. & KABff T.
WILSON, HCLLY K.
WILSON, KEVIN S. & SUSAN
WILSON, RtX^AND H. & SHIRLEY F.
WDOE^IER, DORIS; SAMKA L.
DABULIEWICZ, A. DOROTHEA
WIICERS, BARON H. & SANERA M.
WMJYOOT OF N.H., INC.
WINSmP, KEEMFT C.
WINSLOW, RALPH & ROBERTA E.
WINSCR, PAUL III
WINTERS, MARION & JO LOUISE
wnr, PAULErm i.
WmY, DONALD M. & ILA K.
WmY, JOW L. & JEANNE A.
WOLANSKE, DAVID & ANN L.
WCLANSKE, DAVID J. & ANN L.
WOLF, ERNST & GERTRUDE




WDOOMN, MLE (. LORRADE A.
M 4 L06
M lb L06-2
M 7 L 26-46
M 2 L 73
M 45 L 115
M 3 L09-3
M 13 L 31
M 14 L 56
M 7 L 26-07
M 2 L 59.107
M 10 L 21-20
M 10 L 21.19
M 3 L 12
M 1 L 10





M 2 L 59.100
M 11 L 11





M 2 L 13




M 11 L 01
M 49 L 21






































































































YAPCHLAN, EDWARD & ROSEMARY
YEITER, DAVID & MESSIER, LYN
YOESIAS, LUIS & SUAtfiffi
YOUNG, ELiaiA H. & NORMA N.
YOUNG, HAROLD & MARGARET L.
YOUNG, VERNC»I & BARBARA B.
ZELEN, MARVIN & THEim G.
ZELENKA, RICHARD & DOROTHY B.
ZENKER, KARDL R. & ANNBITE
ZERINSKY, ROBERT
DALRYMPLE, ELEANOR C/0
& ZITZOW, HAROLD P.


























M 3 L 13-3






M 3 L 15-5
M 3 L 15-6
M 7 L 98
M 2 L 21
M 7 L 66
M 7 L6&-1








































































































EMERGENCY - POLICE 899-5009
FIRE 1-352-1100
RESCUE/AMBULANCE 1-352-1100
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 899-5009
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT CHAIRMAN 899-7966
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR 899-2820
CONSERVATION SECRETARY 899-5460
FIRE DEPARTMENT (OTHER BUSINESS) 899-3324
HEALTH OFFICER 899-5204
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 899-5569
INGALLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY 899-3303
OVERSEER OF WELFARE 899-5629
PLANNING BOARD SECRETARY 899-6615
POST OFFICE 899-3372
RECREATION DEPARTMENT 899-6158




SCHOOLS - CONANT HIGH SCHOOL 532-7756
JAFFREY-RINDGE MIDDLE 532-7744
RINDGE MEMORIAL 899-3363
SAINT PATRICK'S SCHOOL 532-7676
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 532-8700
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